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ABSTRACT

Sex differences have been identified in both external appearance of faces (e.g. Bulygina et al., 2006; Weston et al., 2007) and the way information about faces is extracted by our brains, that is in face processing (e.g. Tahmasebi et al., 2012; Hampson et al., 2006). The mechanisms leading to the development of such sex differences are not well understood. This thesis explores the role of sex hormones in face development and face processing. Data from two large-scale studies (Saguenay Youth Study and Imagen, with n=1,000 and 2,000, respectively) and four smaller datasets (Cycle-Pill Study, n=20; Pill Study, n=20; First Impression Study, n=120, and Twin Study, n=119) were used to explore the effects of sex and sex hormones on face development (head MR images, MRI-face reconstruction) and face processing (functional MRI data, eye-tracking data).

Shape of male and female faces was influenced by both prenatal and pubertal androgens. Facial signature of prenatal androgens, identified by the sex-discordant twin design, was found also in an independent dataset of female adolescents (singleton) and we showed that prenatal androgens, indexed indirectly by the facial signature, were associated with larger brain size. We propose that this facial signature might be used, similarly to digit ratio, as an indirect index of prenatal androgens.

Variability in postnatal sex hormones due to the use of oral contraception and the phase of menstrual cycle influenced brain
response to faces. Using the same dynamic face stimuli as in the functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study, we showed that eye-movements scanning the face did not differ between the users and non-users of oral contraception.

We conclude that effects of sex hormones can be observed in both the face and the brain and that these effects help us understand sex differences in face shape and face processing.
Chapters 2-5 can be also accessed as the following four papers:
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 FACE AS A SOURCE OF INFORMATION

Face is a rich source of information. Features of the face signal one’s sex, age, and ethnicity, reveal information about one’s physical (e.g. malnutrition) and mental (e.g., depression) health, and allow inferences about behavioral dispositions (Carre, & McComrick, 2008). For example, increase in facial width-to-height ratio was associated with low perceived trustworthiness (Stirrat, & Perrett, 2010), higher dominance, and aggressive behavior (Carre, & McComrick, 2008). Further research showed that judgments of dominance predicted career success (Mueller & Mazur, 1996). Our ability to read facial cues allows us to decide whether a person might be a potential mate or competitor and is thus essential for appropriate social interactions.

Faces catch our attention more than any other visual object (Bindemann et al., 2005). While approximately 200 ms are required to recognize an object, only 100 ms is sufficient to discriminate a face (Bentin et al., 1996). Our fine-tuned expertise in face perception can be measured also at the level of the brain. Kanwisher et al. (1999) showed
that fusiform face area (FFA), brain region located in the fusiform gyrus of the temporal lobe, responds more to faces than other objects. Lesions in this area are characteristic for people with prosopagnosia, the “face-blindness” disease (Barton et al., 2002; Farah, 1990). Further research described also other parts of the brain involved in face processing (Posamentier & Abdi, 2003; Haxby et al., 2002). While FFA seems to be involved mainly in face perception, superior temporal sulcus (STS) is involved in more dynamic aspects such as eye and lip movements or gaze direction (Haxby et al., 2002; Engel & Haxby, 2007), and amygdala evaluates valence of the face and by interaction with other regions influences approach/avoidance decisions (Todorov, & Engell, 2008).

1.2 THE IMPORTANCE OF FACES IN SOCIAL INTERACTIONS

Our sensitivity to facial cues and ability to interpret them is essential for correct recognition of emotion (Pierce, 2012). The ability to read faces effectively gives one an advantage in social interactions (Schultz, 2005). Impaired sensitivity to facial cues often leads to problems with emotions and approach-avoidance behavior, which are the symptoms of many psychiatric conditions (Lombardo et al., 2012a). For example, autistic individuals struggle with perception of gaze direction (Baron-Cohen et al., 1997) and facial affect (Bormann-Kischkel et al, 1995), and have diminished rates of eye contact (Hobson, & Lee, 1998) and social interaction with others (Pierce, & Schreibman, 1995). Pierce et al. (2001) suggested that this limited
experience with faces most likely triggers a whole cascade of events that finally result in severe problems with social communication.

1.3 SEX DIFFERENCES IN FACE SHAPE

Sex differences in face shape have been described at both the level of facial tissue (Carre & McCormick, 2008; Penton-Voak et al., 2001; Toma et al., 2008) and the skull (Weston et al., 2007; Bulygina et al., 2006). Males (vs. females) have broader and shorter upper face (distance between the lip and the brow) than expected for its length and this sex difference was observed in both humans (Weston et al., 2007) and chimpanzees (Weston et al., 2004). While most authors seem to report sex differences in face shape as of puberty (Weston et al., 2007; Ferrario et al., 1998; Enlow et al., 1996), Bulygina et al. (2006) were able to detect sex differences in skull features already in 6-month old human infants: male infants had smaller faces but more globular frontal bones than female infants (Bulygina et al., 2006). This sex difference reversed and became more evident at approximately the age of 12-14 when male faces became larger and had smaller and flatter frontal bone than female faces (Bulygina et al., 2006).

1.4 SEX DIFFERENCES IN FACE PERCEPTION

Sex differences have been observed also in face perception. Women were better than men in face detection, the very first stage of face perception (Cohen’s d=0.91; McBain et al., 2009). Women also showed a consistent advantage in recognition of emotions in the face
(Hampson et al., 2006; Hoffmann et al., 2010). Sex differences in reaction time during an emotion recognition task were particularly amplified for negative emotion recognition (Hampson et al., 2006). Emotions displayed at mid-intensities were accurately recognized by women but not men (Hoffmann et al., 2010). Hall et al. (2010) showed that the female advantage in emotion recognition can be predicted from dwell time and number of fixations to the eyes when scanning the face. Meta-analytic review about sex differences in emotion recognition reported presence of sex differences as early as infancy and showed that these persist throughout childhood and adolescence (McClure, 2000). McClure (2000) suggested they might be related to development of neural systems important for emotion processing. Female advantage in emotion recognition was seen also in men and women suffering from psychiatric disorders. Scholten et al. (2005) showed that women diagnosed with schizophrenia were more accurate in emotion recognition than men diagnosed with schizophrenia and suggested that this might explain why female patients are less impaired in social life than male patients.

1.5 DO SEX HORMONES CONTRIBUTE TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF SEX DIFFERENCES IN FACE SHAPE?

Sex hormones create an internal environment that influences target tissues (e.g., face and brain tissues). This thesis will focus on the role of sex hormones as one of the possible mechanisms underlying sex differences in face shape and face perception. Sex hormones
shape sexual differentiation of both the body (e.g., Lazic et al., 2011) and brain (e.g., Lombardo et al., 2012b) since prenatal stage. Exposure to androgens and estrogens as well as the number of their receptors differ between male and female fetuses. While female fetuses are exposed only to very small amounts of prenatal androgens produced in the adrenal gland, male fetuses develop testes and are exposed to much higher levels of prenatal androgens.

The appearance of sex differences in face shape during adolescence (Bulygina et al., 2006; Weston et al., 2007) suggests that sex hormones might play a role. Sex hormones influence growth of bones in humans (e.g., Morishima et al., 1995). Animal experiments showed that orchiectomy and ovariectomy induced bone loss and that estrogens and androgens prevent bone loss during adolescence (Fujita et al., 2001). Low doses of testosterone treatment triggered craniofacial growth in boys with delayed puberty and the effects of testosterone were most pronounced in the mandible, cranial base, and anterior face height (Verdonck et al., 1999). Testosterone levels were also related to masculine facial structure (Pound et al., 2009), and subjective impressions about masculinity of a face (Penton-Voak, & Chen, 2004).

This thesis will further explore the role of androgens in the development of sex differences in face shape and consider the possibly different effects of prenatal and postnatal sex hormones, as suggested by the organizational and activational hypothesis (Phoenix et al., 1959; see section 1.4. for more information).
1.6 DO SEX HORMONES CONTRIBUTE TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF SEX DIFFERENCES IN FACE PERCEPTION?

It seems that sex hormones might also contribute to the development of sex differences in face perception during both pre-natal and post-natal periods. Previous research showed that foetal testosterone measured from amniotic fluid was negatively related to infant’s eye contact (Lutchmaya et al., 2004), and children’s (6-9 years old) ability to discriminate other’s emotional facial expressions (Chapman et al., 2006). Neither Van Honk et al. (2011) nor Voracek & Dressler (2006), however, found a relationship between ability to discriminate others’ emotional facial expressions (using the same task as Chapman et al., 2006) and digit ratio, the indirect index of prenatal androgens, in adults. While the presence of this relationship in children and absence of this relationship in adults might be related to possibly low reliability of digit ratio as an index of prenatal androgens, it is also likely that it might be related to the appearance of postnatal hormones during puberty.

The effect of postnatal sex hormones has been well described in other domains of cognition: estrogen was associated with better performance on verbal tasks and worse performance on spatial tasks in women (e.g. Maki et al., 2002; Kimura, 1999). Only a handful of studies have explored the possible effect of ovarian sex hormones on emotion recognition in the face in particular. Derrntl et al. (2008) showed that women in the follicular phase of menstrual cycle were better in recognition of emotions in the face than women in the lutheal phase and
that levels of progesterone negatively correlated with performance on emotion recognition task. Pearson and Lewis (2005) also reported a relationship between ovarian hormones and recognition of emotions in the face, but their findings showed better fear recognition during pre-ovulatory phase compared with menstruation, suggesting that it is rather estrogen than progesterone that influences recognition of emotions in the face. This thesis will explore the possible role of ovarian sex hormones on brain response to faces and eye-movements scanning the face.

1.7 THE ROLE OF PRENATAL VERSUS PUBERTAL SEX HORMONES IN SEX DIFFERENCES

Early development and puberty are two stages of life when sex hormones influence our bodies, brains, and behavior. Early development is characterized by exposure to prenatal androgens. Puberty is characterized by an increase in testosterone, the onset of menarche and – since the 1960’s - the possible use of oral contraception in girls. The organizational and activational hypothesis (Phoenix et al., 1959), describes differences in the actions of sex hormones during these two stages of life. The prenatal period is seen as a critical window when androgens organized and permanently masculinized the organism (Phoenix et al., 1959). Hormones that appeared later in life (e.g. puberty) activated target organs and mating but their effects were reversible and acute (Phoenix et al., 1959). Female guinea pigs whose mothers were treated with testosterone
during pregnancy showed permanent reduced lordosis behavior and permanent masculinisation of external genitalia (Phoenix et al., 1959). Postnatally, these females were also more responsive to testosterone than control females (Phoenix et al., 1959). Amounts of testosterone which were effective prenatally had no similar lasting effects when administered postnatally (Phoenix et al., 1959).

The organizational and activational hypothesis is an old, but still prevalent theory. More than 50 years of testing extended its original focus on sex behavior (Phoenix et al., 1959) to other types of behavior (e.g. Meaney & Stewart, 1981), and brain as their intermediate phenotype. Sex differences were found not only in the brain nuclei relevant for reproduction (Murakami & Arai, 1989; Davis et al., 1996), but across the whole brain. Gonadal hormones regulated the axon, dendrites (Torran-Allerand, 1976), and synaptic differences (Parducz et al., 2002). Twin studies describing effects of prenatal androgens on brain structure (e.g. Peper et al., 2009) and function (e.g. Cohen-Bendahan et al., 2004) triggered interest in the effect of co-twin’s sex (and thus prenatal androgens) on other phenotypes such as cognition (e.g. Galsworthy et al., 2000; Vuoksimaa et al., 2010), or susceptibility to diseases (Culbert et al., 2008; Ho et al., 2005). Prenatal androgens, measured from amniotic fluid, were found to have a negative effect on empathy in both boys and girls (Chapman et al., 2006), mentalizing at the age of two (Knickmeyer et al., 2006), and quality of social relationships (Knickmeyer et al., 2005). Studies on females with cogenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH), who are by definition exposed to
higher levels of androgens, showed reduced empathy (Mathews et al., 2009) and increased physical aggression (Pasterski et al., 2007). Indeed, Baron-Cohen (2002) has suggested that the exposure to prenatal androgens influences the risk of autism.

More than 50 years of testing did not seriously question the principles of organizational and activational hypothesis (Arnold, 2009) and only two alternative hypotheses appeared – aromatization hypothesis (Naftolin et al., 1975) and the extended critical window hypothesis (Schultz, 2009). The aromatization hypothesis explained why administration of exogenous estradiol produced similar, or even larger, masculinising effects as administration of testosterone. Naftolin et al. (1975) used a rodent model to show that aromatase converts testosterone to estradiol, which then binds to estrogen receptors in the critical regions of neonatal brain (Naftolin et al., 1975). Further research showed, however, that aromatization hypothesis could not account for all sex differences in brain morphology and behavior (reviewed in Zuloaga, 2008). In primates, androgens seem to act directly on the androgen receptor to masculinise the brain (Zuloaga, 2008). Wallen and Baum (2002) concluded that aromatization is more important for male sexual differentiation of altricial species (e.g. rats, mice, ferrets for whom smaller portion of brain development occurs in utero) than precocial species (e.g. guinea pig, pig, monkey, human for whom greater portion of brain development occurs in utero).
The possibility of an extended critical window was proposed by Sisk and Zehr (2005) who suggested that secretion of gonadal hormones during puberty might organize further the adolescent brain and thus provide a second critical window for organization of the neural circuits. Pubertal hormones were shown to be responsible for the enlargement of locus coeruleus in females (vs. males; Pinos et al., 2001) and the enlargement of primary visual cortex in males (vs. females; Nunez et al., 2002). The amygdala, hippocampus, and bed nucleus of stria terminalis also developed differently in males and females during adolescence (Sisk & Zehr, 2005). White matter volume increased in adolescence, but in adolescent males in particular (Giedd et al., 1999; Perrin et al., 2009). It seems that pubertal hormones first organize neural circuits in the developing adolescent brain and then these long-lasting structural changes determine behavioural response to hormones and socially relevant sensory stimuli (Schultz et al., 2009). According to the extended critical window hypothesis, sensitivity to the organizing actions of testosterone gradually decreases and developmental sensitivity to hormones and organization of the brain and behavior seems to be terminated by the end of adolescence (Schultz et al., 2009).

While experimental testing of these three hypotheses suggested by Phoenix et al. (1959), Naftolin et al. (1975), and Schultz et al. (2009) respectively would be an interesting area for animal research, ethical reasons do not allow such experimental testing in humans. Longitudinal twin dataset would have an ideal design to explore these three
paradigms in humans, but access to such datasets is sparse. We will use these three paradigms to generate questions and predictions about the effects of sex hormones on face development and face processing. This thesis will (1) explore the influence of prenatal and pubertal androgens on face development, (2) study the effect of face shape on impressions about the face, and (3) clarify the role of sex hormones in brain response to faces.

1.8 MEASUREMENT OF PREGNATAL SEX HORMONES

Prenatal androgens can be measured directly in (a) amniotic fluid, (b) umbilical cord blood, or (c) through maternal testosterone levels during pregnancy; none of these data are readily available for human samples. Study designs using (a) opposite-sex dizygotic twins, (b) individuals with disorders of sexual development, or (c) individuals who have been exposed to chemicals that mimic or block endogenous hormones are thus used to compare individuals with (presumed) higher vs. lower exposure to prenatal androgens. Since these data are also hard to access, some studies used the digit ratio (e.g. Manning et al., 1998), an indirect measure of prenatal androgens. Its reliability, however, has been questioned (e.g. Berenbaum et al., 2009).

This thesis will (i) use twin design to explore the effect of prenatal androgens on face shape and (ii) try to derive a new indirect index of prenatal androgens. Literature on sex differences in face shape suggests that prenatal androgens might have left their signature in the face: Sex differences in craniofacial morphology were described in 6-
month old human infants (Bulygina et al., 2006). Studies in adults showed a relationship between digit ratio and perceived masculinity of the face (Neave et al., 2003). The size of teeth differed between androgenized female monkeys and female controls (Zingeser, & Phoenix, 1978), female-to-male transsexuals and female controls (Antoszewski et al., 2009), as well as females with a male and female co-twin (Dempsey et al., 1999). We will use twin design and head MR images to explore the possibility of finding a new and hopefully more reliable indirect index of prenatal androgens in the face. If successful, we will use this facial signature to study the effects of prenatal androgens on brain.

1.9 MEASUREMENT OF POSTNATAL SEX HORMONES

Postnatal sex hormones can be measured easily in blood (plasma or serum), saliva, or urine. Only a fraction of the measured sex hormones is bioavailable and not bound to sex hormone binding globulin (SHBG). For example, testosterone is present in both protein-bound (testosterone bound to SHBG, testosterone bound to albumin) and non-protein bound (free testosterone) form but only the free and albumin bound testosterone can be absorbed by tissues and are thus called bioavailable testosterone. Therefore, measurement of SHBG has to accompany measurements of sex hormones (from blood) in order to calculate levels of bioavailable androgens and estrogens.

Timing of the sampling of sex hormones is essential. Levels of testosterone vary during the day and reach their peak in the morning
Levels of estrogen and progesterone vary as a function of menstrual cycle (Hampson & Young, 2007): while levels of estrogen increase during the follicular phase, peak during mid-cycle, and decrease during luteal phase, levels of progesterone start to increase at mid-cycle and peak during luteal phase. Menstruation phase is characterized by low levels of both estrogen and progesterone. Levels of sex hormones in females might be further influenced by use of oral contraception, which contains exogenous estrogens (usually ethinyl-estradiol) and progestins and reduces levels of endogenous estrogen, progesterone (Hampson & Young, 2007), and testosterone (Graham et al., 2007; Hietala et al., 2007).

We collected morning blood samples to measure serum levels of testosterone (see Chapter 2 for details), estrogen, and progesterone (see Chapter 5 for details). Levels of bioavailable testosterone were calculated from the total testosterone and sex-hormone-binding globulin using the Sodergard et al (1982) formula and related to face shape in both males and females. In women, we also collected information about menstrual cycle phase and oral contraception use and explored their effects on brain response to faces and eye-movements scanning the face.

1.10 THESIS DESIGN

My research started as a follow-up of the Tahamsebi et al (2012) findings about sex differences in face perception and explored the role
of postnatal sex hormones on brain response to faces. Subsequently, I learned about the organizational and activational hypothesis and was trying to find an accessible index of exposure to prenatal testosterone that could be used to study the relationship between prenatal testosterone and the brain. Studies about sex differences and the role of sex hormones in craniofacial development were thus triggered by the search for such an indirect index of prenatal testosterone.

The thesis as such thus presents effects of sex and sex hormones in two main areas: the observer – and the observed. The first part of the thesis focused on the face of the observed individual and described (i) sex differences in face shape and (ii) the role of prenatal and postnatal sex hormones in face development. We also studied how the sex hormone-related features of the face contribute to correct sex identification of the face by an observer. The second part of the thesis focused on the observer of the face and explored the effects of sex hormones on (i) eye-movements when scanning faces and (ii) brain response to faces.

1.11 THE OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

Sex differences and the effects of sex hormones will be explored at the level of the face shape (Chapter 2), skull shape (Chapter 3), brain size (Chapter 4), and brain response to faces (Chapter 5). Chapters 2 and 5 will focus on the effects of postnatal sex hormones on the face
shape and the brain response to faces, respectively. Chapter 4 reports two studies which describe the effects of prenatal sex hormones on cariofacial features (Study 1) and brain size (Study 2). Chapter 3 will investigate the relationship between the tissue-related (Chapter 2) and skull-related (Chapter 4) features of the face.

1.12 METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE THESIS

Variability in facial features (Chapter 2, 3, and 4) were studied using head MR images. We placed landmarks on a) the skull and b) facial tissue of head MR images and then explored group differences in the location of these landmarks. This was done in two ways: (1) calculating euclidean distances between landmarks, (2) using principal component analysis (PCA) to extract the main features describing variability in the landmarks. This methodology allowed us to study the face shape in 3D, stripped from any additional external characteristics such as hair cut, make-up, or shape of eye-brows, and also differentiate between the effect of tissue (muscle and fat) and the skull.

Perceptual “sampling” of a face was examined using eye tracking techniques (Chapter 5). Observers were presented with videoclips of faces, and the length and number of fixations in four main areas of each face (eyes, nose, mouth, and the rest of the face) was calculated.

Brain response to faces (also Chapter 5) was studied using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Participants were presented with identical facial videoclips as used for the eye-tracking
study and blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) response to these stimuli was calculated in two ways: (1) voxel-wise, using the whole brain field of view, (2) focusing on the fusiform face area, which is the main region of interest.

Subjective impressions about the sex of a face (Chapter 2 and 3) were assessed by presenting observers with MRI-reconstructed faces and asking them to rate the sex of the individual.

1.13 DATASETS USED IN THE THESIS

The role of sex and sex hormones in face development and face processing was studied using available structural and functional MRI data, as well as other data, obtained in both large-scale and small-scale datasets. These included two large scale studies (i) *Saguenay Youth Study*, a study of 1,000 Canadian adolescents (aged 12-18), (ii) the *Imagen*, a study of 2,000+ European adolescents (age 14 years old), and two smaller scale studies (i) a study of 20 young women who are either taking oral contraception or freely cycling (aged 18-29), and (ii) a study of 119 twins (8-year old). While the *Saguenay Youth Study*, the *Imagen*, and the *Twin study* were not designed to answer the particular questions of this thesis, they were applicable and available to do so and we used novel ways of data analysis to test our hypotheses. In addition, an eye-tracking study of 20 women aged 18-29 (Chapter 5) and a face perception study of 120 women aged 17-30 (Chapter 3) were designed specifically for this dissertation. These small-scale experimental
datasets are introduced in Chapters 5 and 3 respectively, but the two large scale datasets are described below.

1.13.1 Saguenay Youth Study (SYS)

The Saguenay Youth Study (Pausova et al., 2007) is a study of 12-18-year-old adolescents (n=1,024) of French-Canadian origin from the Saguenay Lac-Saint-Jean region in Quebec, Canada. The main aim of the study was to investigate long-term consequences of prenatal exposure to maternal cigarette smoking. Adolescents who were not exposed prenatally to maternal cigarette smoking were matched with exposed adolescents by their school and level of maternal education and assessed for the following phenotypes: (1) brain, abdominal fat, and kidney MRI, (2) cardiovascular, body-composition, and metabolic assessment, (3) cognitive assessments, (4) questionnaires about life habits, personality, and psychiatric symptoms. Chapter 2 used 597 MRIs (292 males, 305 females) that were available for MRI-face reconstruction at that point of SYS data collection. Experiments presented in Chapter 3 were conducted later, and therefore we could use 876 MRIs (411 males, 462 females; information about the sex of 3 participants was missing) that were available for MRI-face reconstruction. MRI data from 462 females were also used in Chapter 4 (Study 2) for testing the relationship between the facial signature of prenatal androgens and brain size.
1.13.2 Imagen

The Imagen study is a study of 2,000 14-year-old adolescents from Europe (Germany, England, Ireland, France) across eight acquisition sites, investigating mental health and behavior in teenagers. Adolescents took part in an 8-hour long testing including (1) brain MRI, (2) blood sampling for genetic analyses, (3) cognitive testing, (4) behavioral assessment using questionnaires and structured interview. A total of 55 adolescent girls from this dataset were using oral contraception. We matched these 55 girls by age, pubertal stage, and acquisition site with 55 freely cycling girls and used this sample in Chapter 5 (Experiment II), as a replication of our findings from Chapter 5, Experiment I.

1.14 CHAPTERS OVERVIEW: MAIN RESEARCH QUESTIONS

1.14.1 Chapter 2 – The effect of sex hormones on face development

The development of sex-specific facial features was described in two ways: (1) objectively, using landmarks on the face and principal components that explain variability in facial features; and (2) subjectively, using ratings about the sex of the face as perceived by female undergraduates. Testosterone and body fat were identified as main predictors of face shape in both males and females. While the face kept developing during adolescence in males, it seemed to be fully developed in females at the age of 12. Females with high loadings of
maleness in the face and thus often miss-classified as males were followed up and compared with correctly classified females with low loadings of maleness in the face. We have already published results of this investigation in *Hormones and Behavior* under the following title: “Testosterone-mediated differences in the face shape during adolescence: Subjective impressions and objective features” (see Appendix 1).

1.14.2 Chapter 3 – Does skull shape mediate the relationship between objective features and subjective impressions about the face?

The findings from Chapter 2 did not give the answer as to whether it is skull or facial tissue that influences sex identification of the face. Chapter 3 examines this directly to assess whether skull features mediate the relationship between objective facial features and subjective impressions about the sex of the face. Bootstrapping and mediation analysis showed that skull mediated the relationship between objective facial features and subjective impressions about male but not female faces. Skull revealed as a mediator of the relationship between objective facial features and subjective impressions about the female face only after the facial features were adjusted for body fat. While body fat had a slight positive effect on correct sex recognition of male faces, there was a negative effect of body fat on correct sex recognition of female faces and craniofacial bone structure alone could not explain the relationship between facial features and identification of a face as
female. We have already published these findings in *Neuroimage* under the following title: "Does skull shape mediate the relationship between objective features and subjective impressions about the face?" (see Appendix 2).

1.14.3 Chapter 4 – Signature of prenatal androgens in the face

Chapter 4 uses a twin design and a morphometric analysis of head MR images to identify a signature of prenatal androgens in the face that could possibly complement the only readily available index of prenatal androgen exposure, namely the digit ratio. Females with a female co-twin showed facial features that distinguished them from all other twin groups (OSF, OSM, SSM) exposed to at least some levels of prenatal androgens. The effect size of all three comparisons was large. In order to verify the existence of the relationship between prenatal androgens and facial features, we studied relationship of this facial signature with brain size, a known correlate of prenatal androgens, in a large independent sample of adolescent females. Facial signature could explain 2% and the mean distance between the sides of the jaw and chin even 8% of variance in brain size. We propose that this facial signature might be used as an indirect index of exposure to prenatal androgens, especially by researchers who have access to T1-weighted head MRI but not direct measures of prenatal androgens from amniotic fluid or umbilical cord blood. These findings are in preparation for submission to *Journal of Neuroscience* under the following title:
"Identifying craniofacial features associated with prenatal exposure to androgens and testing their relationship with brain development “.

1.14.4 Chapter 5 – The effect of sex hormones on face processing

Chapter 5 builds on the literature reporting sex differences in face perception that shows a consistent female advantage (e.g. McBain et al., 2009; Hampson et al., 2006; Hall & Matsumoto, 2004; Tahmasebi et al., 2011) and explores the effect of sex hormones on brain response to faces. Phase of menstrual cycle and use of oral contraception are studied as the predictors of BOLD response in the face processing network of young adult women. Effects of oral contraceptives are replicated in a sample of female adolescents and followed up by an eye-tracking study exploring whether the increased brain response is reflected by a particular face-scanning pattern. We have already published results of this investigation in Social Cognitive and Affective Neuroscience under the following title: “Hormonal contraceptives, menstrual cycle and brain response to faces” (see Appendix 3).
CHAPTER 2

Testosterone-mediated sex differences in the face shape during adolescence: subjective impressions and objective features

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Faces are highly informative: even a simple silhouette of a face, devoid of any specific cues, can allow an observer to identify its sex, age or race (e.g., Davidenko, 2007; Martin & Macrae, 2007). Correct identification of sex from a face is important as it assists the perceiver in deciding whether a person may be a potential mate or competitor. The degree of the masculinity of a given face has been described as indicator of dominance and health (Perret et al., 1998). Fink et al. (2005) described an association between the face masculinity/dominance and high testosterone-to-estrogen ratio (T/E ratio). The latter was also associated with larger cheekbones, mandible and chin, lengthening of the lower face and a forward prominence of the eyebrow ridges. On the other hand, low T/E ratio was associated with a more gracile face characterized by smaller mandible, fuller lips and high eyebrows (Fink et al., 2005).

Several studies identified sexual dimorphisms in various craniofacial phenotypes, both when considering only the bone tissue,
namely the skull (e.g., cephalometry: Weston et al., 2007; X-rays: Bulygina et al., 2006) or when measuring the face surface and, therefore, including also the soft tissue covering the skull (e.g., photographs: Carré & McCormick, 2008, Penton-Voak et al. 2001; laser scanning: Toma et al., 2008). Specific sex differences in facial shape and when they arise developmentally are not well understood, however. Using X-rays of the face and cranium obtained from 14 males and 14 females aged between 1 month and 21 years of age, Bulygina et al., (2006) observed sexually dimorphic features as early as 6 months of age: male infants had smaller faces than females, with more globular frontal bones. Between 12 and 14 years of age, this difference reversed such that male faces were larger than those of females, with smaller and flatter frontal bones. Weston et al. (2007) studied 68 male and 53 female skulls aged between 9 months of age to 30 years of age and observed that sexual dimorphism was first evident between 12 and 14 years of age. Longitudinal studies of craniofacial structure and development (Bulygina et al., 2006; Thordarson et al., 2006) suggest, therefore, that a distinct set of differences emerges during puberty. If sex differences in craniofacial development are mediated in part by sex hormones, once sex hormone secretion increases at the onset of puberty, craniofacial structure may exhibit corresponding changes. This is consistent with the reports of sexual domorphism in craniofacial structure arising in early (12 to 14 years) puberty (Weston et al., 2007; Bulygina et al., 2006).
In the present study, we investigated sex differences in facial development in typically developing, healthy adolescents aged between 12 and 18 years from the Saguenay Youth Study (SYS; Pausova et al., 2007). Using magnetic resonance images (MRI) of the adolescents’ heads acquired from the SYS (Pausova et al., 2007), our group has recently developed a novel computational method for analyzing facial features (Chakravarty et al., 2011). In the present study, we sought to determine when sex-related differences become perceptually apparent to observers. Raters were asked to identify the sex of the computed MRI-reconstructed face images from the SYS dataset. The difference or correspondence between objective sex and raters’ judgements of sex were then used to explore which facial characteristics improved classification of facial sex and enabled a perceptual signature of sex differences in the face to be described. We also used levels of bioavailable testosterone and a genetic polymorphism in the androgen receptor gene (AR) to evaluate the effects of testosterone on the development of these sex differences during puberty.

2.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.2.1 Raters

Eighty-eight first-year undergraduate students of psychology (28 males, 60 females) from the University of Toronto Mississauga (Toronto, Ontario, Canada) were recruited to rate the sex of MRI-reconstructed faces. The mean age of male raters was 19.4 years (SD
and the mean age of female raters was 18.7 years (SD = 1.21; age range 17-23 years). Students participated for course credit and a 1-in-6 chance to win a gift voucher for $50 CAD. Recruitment criteria required all raters to be of White Caucasian ethnicity to match the White Caucasian background of the MRI-reconstructed faces of the SYS adolescents they would be rating. These criteria eliminated potential confounding effects by the other-race effect (Malpass & Kravitz, 1969; Bothwell et al., 1989). No rater was taking antidepressant or antipsychotic medication at the time of their participation in this study.

### 2.2.2 Source sample

The Saguenay Youth Study (SYS; Pausova et al., 2007), a large study of adolescents, was used as a source sample. The SYS includes (1) MRIs of brain, abdominal fat, and kidneys, (2) standardized and computer-based neuropsychological tests, (3) hospital-based cardiovascular, body-composition and metabolic assessments, and (4) questionnaire derived measures about personality, psychiatric symptoms, drug and alcohol use, and life habits (Pausova et al., 2007). In this study, we use puberty development scales, levels of bioavailable testosterone, androgen receptor genotype, and T1-weighted magnetic resonance (MR) images from a sample of these typically developing adolescents (n = 597; 292 male, 305 female, age range = 12 to 18 years). T1-weighted MR images provide very good contrast between
soft tissues and therefore could be used not only for the analysis of brain anatomy but also for the analysis of craniofacial structure.

2.2.2.1 Puberty development

Puberty Development Scale (Peterson et al., 1988), an 8-item self-report measure of physical development, was used to determine a Tanner stage of each participant. This self-report measure correlates with physician ratings of pubertal development (Dorn et al., 1990). Separate forms for males and females include questions about growth in stature, pubic hair, menarche in females and voice changes in males and enable to categorize each adolescent into one of the following five Tanner stages: (1) prepubertal, (2) beginning pubertal, (3) midpubertal, (4) advanced pubertal, and (5) postpubertal.

2.2.2.2 Bioavailable testosterone

Serum testosterone levels were determined as previously described by Perrin et al. (2008). Fasting blood samples were collected between 8:00 A.M. and 9:00 A.M. and radioimmunoassay analysis (Testosterone RIA DSL-4000; Diagnostic Systems Laboratory) was performed. Levels of bioavailable testosterone were calculated from the serum testosterone and sex-hormone-binding-globulin using an equation formulated by Södergård et al. (1982).
2.2.2.3 Androgen receptor genotype

We determined the number of CAG repeats in Exon 1 of the androgen receptor gene (AR) as described previously (Perrin et al., 2008). ARs with longer polyglutamine stretches encoded by greater numbers of CAG repeats in Exon 1 of the AR gene appear to be associated with a lower transcription activity of AR (Irvine et al., 2000). In this way, ARs encoded by genes with greater CAG repeats are predicted to exert less optimal effects by AR ligands, such as testosterone. Briefly, PCRs were performed using 100 ng of genomic DNA in 8.0 μL volume of 1.0 mM MgCl₂ (Qiagen), 1x PCR buffer containing 1.5 mM MgCl₂ (Qiagen), 0.035 μM dNTPs (Qiagen), 0.04 U/μL HotstarTaq DNA polymerase (Qiagen), and 200 nM forward and reverse primer. Samples were denatured at 95°C for 10 min, followed by 45 cycles containing a denaturing phase at 95°C for 30s, an annealing phase at 60°C for 30 s, and an extension phase at 72°C for 30 s. The final extension phase was performed at 72°C for 7 min. Using 2 μL of PCR products, 0.15 μL of Genescan 500 Liz size standard (Applied Biosystems), and 8.5 μL of Hi-Di Formamide (Applied Biosystems), a reading mixture was prepared and migrated on Applied Biosystems 3730xl DNA Analyzer. The applied biosystems GeneMapper analysis program (release 3.7, October 12, 2004) was used to analyse the genotypes.

The male adolescents studied in this report possessed CAG repeat lengths that ranged between 8 and 32 CAG repeats. The median
was 21.7 repeats, and this was used to split the adolescents into males with the “short” \( AR (<22 \text{ CAG repeats}) \), and those with a “long” \( AR \) gene (\( \geq 22 \text{ CAG repeats} \)).

### 2.2.2.4 Deriving faces from MRI

Analysis of craniofacial structure was performed in the fashion described by Chakravarty et al. (2011), analogous to the Procrustes method of superposition used in Fink, et al. (2005) and Schaefer et al. (2005). First, a group-wise registration strategy was used to generate a minimally biased nonlinear average of the entire group. Briefly, all faces were first normalized to the average linear dimensions of the group under study through the exhaustive estimation of all pairwise 12-parameter (3 translations, rotations, scales, and shears). Once each subject was transformed to the average dimensions of the group, a first voxel-by-voxel group average was estimated. Each subject was then nonlinearly registered to this first average and then a new voxel-wise average was generated. This procedure was then continued such that a higher resolution transformation was estimated at each nonlinear stage. Thus, each transformation maps the craniofacial features of each individual to the average craniofacial features of the group, (see average face in Figure 1). Second, 56 landmarks were placed on this population average at anatomically defined locations of the face (Figure 2). Third, the landmarks were warped back to each subject’s face using the inverse of the nonlinear transformation described above. This step provided a set of landmarks (and relevant distances) for each subject’s
face. Accuracy of projecting (or warping) landmarks from the average face onto each individual’s face (using the non-linear registration of the faces) was evaluated by calculating Euclidean distances between the position of a projected landmark and the mean position of the same landmark placed manually on the same face (Chakravarty et al. 2011). While these distances varied between 1.58 and 10.80 mm, their standard deviation varied only between 0.62 and 2.61 mm. We also calculated the coefficient of variation (SD/Mean) for each of the 17 landmarks placed by the same observer on 10 different faces; these coefficients varied between 0.09 and 0.61. Note that this high intra-observer variability in placing landmarks on each individual face manually is eliminated by projecting the landmarks on each face automatically using the non-linear registration procedure.

Using the non-linearly warped landmarks, the face of each individual was simulated by estimating a thin-plate-spline warp from the set of landmarks defined on the average face to the landmarks that were transformed using the non-linear transformation that matches each subject to the ‘average’ face. This transformation was applied to a surface-based representation of the ‘average’ face in order to create a final image that closely resembled the face of the study participant. This final face image concealed the identity of the SYS individual but preserved the configuration of facial features unique to that individual at the resolution corresponding to the non-linear registration (see an example image in Figure 3).
Figure 1: An ‘average’ face was created using 597 MR-derived images from the Saguenay Youth Study (reprinted with permission from Chakravarty et al., 2011).

Figure 2: A total of 56 anatomical landmarks and semi-landmarks were defined using the average face. These were then warped back by non-linear registration to each individual SYS adolescent face, and the x, y, z coordinates were determined (reprinted with permission from Chakravarty et al., 2011).
2.2.2.5 Quantification of facial features

Landmarks placed on the model image were warped back to individual faces using the inverse nonlinear transformation determined for each individual (Chakravarty et al., 2011). The x, y, and z coordinates, located in the standard Cartesian space, of all 56 landmarks in the 520 images were subjected to Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to investigate variation in facial features (Chakravarty et al., 2011). Each subject’s scores for each principal component (PC) was then determined.

2.2.3 Study materials

In order to present a manageable number of faces to each rater, we created two sets of 270 MRI-reconstructed faces. Each set included 260 individualized faces and 10 copies of the average face randomly interspersed among the other faces. Both sets of face images depicted
faces of adolescents whose ages ranged from 12 to 18 years, and were composed of an equal number of male and female faces. The two image sets did not differ in terms of mean age of face presented, with equal age distributions across males and females. Set 1 was comprised of 126 males, (mean age 15.1 years, SD = 0.42) and 134 females (mean age 15.4 years, SD = 2.05 years). The second set included 129 males (mean age 15.4 years, SD = 1.89 years) and 131 females (mean age 14.95 years, SD = 1.82 years). The two sets of 270 images were uploaded to an online website (www.surveymonkey.com) that provides a user-friendly tool for creating online questionnaires. The order of images was randomized within each set.

2.2.4 Procedure

Upon recruitment, raters were contacted by e-mail with instructions that directed them to the online questionnaire. They were told that this was a study investigating perception of faces and sex of faces. Raters completed the experiment on their own computers, at a location of their choice and at a time of their convenience. At each trial, raters were presented with a single face (480 x 480 pixels), and asked to select the sex identity of the face in a forced-choice format. Raters had the option of selecting “male” or “female” for each face. Each image (270 in total) was presented on a separate screen. Only once rated, a subsequent face appeared.
2.2.5 Analysis

All statistical analyses were performed using JMP IN 8.0 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). Effect sizes are reported as Cohen’s $d$ (Cohen, 1988).

2.3 RESULTS

The following results are based on ratings from a sample of 60 White Caucasian females whose mean age was 18.7 years, SD = 1.21 (see Appendix 4 for the effect of rater’s sex on identification accuracy).

2.3.1 Identifying the sex of individual faces

A greater proportion of face stimuli were rated as being ‘male’ (60% of faces) than ‘female’ (40% of faces), $\chi^2 (1) = 598.03$, $p < 0.001$, although equal numbers of male and female faces were presented to raters. Male faces were correctly identified more frequently than female faces, as male faces received a greater proportion of correct responses ($M = 70.1\%$ correct responses, $SD = 23.65$) than female faces ($M = 50.8\%$ correct responses, $SD = 25.27$; $t (516) = 9.45$, $p < 0.001$, $d = 0.79$; Figure 4).
Figure 4: Male faces were identified more correctly relative to female faces (t (516) = 9.45, p <0.001). Data presented are mean proportions of correct responses received by each sex group ± 1 standard error.

In addition to the main effect of sex on the number of correct responses (F(1, 515)= 99.6, p <0.001), we also observed a significant main effect of age (F(1, 515) = 32.6, p < 0.001). The sex of older faces was identified more accurately than that of younger faces. Sex of the face interacted with age (F(1, 515) = 18.68, p <0.001), reflecting an increasing distinctiveness of male faces with age. Whereas the sex of faces in the 12 year-old cohort was identified at chance levels (Figure 5), male faces 17 to 18 years old were more easily identified. Female faces appeared to be identified at chance levels across all ages. This suggests that perception of sex identity relies strongly on the presence or absence of male-related facial cues, which become more distinct with age.
Figure 5: The sex of male faces (filled-in circles) was identified more correctly with age ($r = 0.43$, $p < 0.001$). The sex of female faces (hollow triangles) was identified at chance levels across all age cohorts ($r = 0.058$, $p = 0.35$).

2.3.2 Relationship between ratings and facial features

In an effort to determine which facial features facilitated correct perception of sex, we examined the relationships between the principal components derived by Chakravarty et al. (2011) and the raters' accuracy scores in the current study. As we determined previously, five principal components (PCs) accounted for 70% of facial variation and were strongly related to age, sex and their interaction (Chakravarty et al., 2011). Simulations of these principal components are illustrated in Figure 6. Description of these PCs and their relationship with the identification accuracy are provided in Table 1.
Figure 6: The average face was warped using landmarks defined (see Fig. 1) to create a facial feature simulation by warping each of PC 1-5 using 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1 of PC scores (reprinted with permission from Chakravarty et al., 2011).
Table 1: Effect of PC score on identification accuracy of male and female faces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PC</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Identification Accuracy</th>
<th>Male faces</th>
<th>Female faces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>broadening of the forehead, chin, jaw, and nose</td>
<td>r = 0.50, p &lt; 0.001</td>
<td>r = -0.62, p &lt; 0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>increased prominence of the forehead and decreased distance between facial features</td>
<td>r = -0.18, p = 0.005</td>
<td>r = -0.17, p = 0.007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>enlargement of the brow line, broadening of the zygomatic arch and a more prominent jaw and chin</td>
<td>r = -0.07, p = 0.206</td>
<td>r = -0.05, p = 0.372</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>broadening of the chin, narrowing of the jaw and mouth, elongation of the nose, and a retreating jawline</td>
<td>r = -0.34, p &lt; 0.001</td>
<td>r = 0.10, p = 0.098</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>narrower cheekbones, fuller but narrower lips and a less prominent jawline</td>
<td>r = -0.14, p = 0.022</td>
<td>r = 0.19, p = 0.003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentage scores in the second column describe the portion of variance in facial features the particular PC explained. Values presented are Pearson’s r, significant correlations between identification accuracy and PC score are in bold.

High PC1 loading scores, characterized by broadening of the forehead, chin, jaw, and nose, strongly correlated with identification accuracy of male faces (r = 0.50, p < 0.001; Figure 7), whereas low PC1 loading scores most strongly correlated with identification accuracy of female faces (r = -0.62, p < 0.001). Low PC4-loading scores, described by narrower chin, shorter nose, broader jaw and mouth, and a more pronounced jawline, strongly correlated with identification accuracy in males (r = -
0.34, \( p < 0.001 \) but not in females. While PC2 and PC5 features also contributed somewhat to the correct identification of the face sex, this was not the case for PC3-based features.

![Figure 7](image.png)

**Figure 7:** Higher PC1 scores in male faces facilitated identification accuracy by raters (filled circles, black line; \( r = 0.50, p < 0.001 \)). Conversely, low PC1 scores in female faces facilitated identification accuracy (hollow triangles, grey line; \( r = -0.62, p < 0.001 \)).

### 2.3.3 Does testosterone mediate the development of male-like features in males?

The raters’ increased ability to identify the sex of older, relative to younger, male faces suggests that the older faces possessed more informative and reliable perceptual cues of sex. It is possible that the increase in perceived masculinity of facial features in males reflects the effects of puberty-related increases in testosterone levels. Plasma testosterone levels in pre-pubertal boys start to increase from the age of 11 years and continue to rise throughout puberty (Boyar et al., 1974; August et al., 1972). The mean plasma levels of bioavailable
testosterone were 9.02 ± 5.65 nmol/L in males, and 0.52 ± 0.36 nmol/L in females. The correlation between testosterone levels and age was significant in males (r=0.66, p < 0.001) but not in females (r = -0.02, p = 0.73).

To investigate whether testosterone levels influenced perceived masculinity of the male adolescents’ faces, we determined whether bioavailable testosterone obtained in a given adolescent predicted correct identification of his face. Indeed, faces of males with higher bioavailable testosterone levels were more likely to be identified correctly as male (r = 0.41 p < 0.001). The effect of testosterone on identification accuracy was present even after controlling for chronological age (r = 0.22, p = 0.0013; Figure 8). A multiple regression analysis confirmed these independent effects of age and testosterone on identification accuracy and showed that testosterone was a stronger predictor of identification accuracy (β = 0.29, p < 0.001) than age (β = 0.18, p = 0.038). Testosterone and age together explained 18% of the identification accuracy variance (Adj R² = 0.18, F(2, 201) = 22.93, p < 0.001).
The effects of testosterone on facial development may be mediated by AR. To determine whether males with fewer AR CAG repeats were more likely to be perceived as ‘male’, we categorized males into those possessing more CAG repeats than the median number of CAG repeats across the entire sample (‘Short AR’ males); males with less than or equal to the median number of CAG repeats were classified as ‘Long AR’ males (see Methods). The mean plasma levels of bioavailable testosterone were 8.79 ± 5.61 nmol/L and 9.3 ± 5.69 nmol/L in males with short and long AR gene, respectively. A model testing the main effects of AR genotype and age-adjusted bioavailable testosterone, and their interaction, on the identification accuracy suggested that identification accuracy is associated with the level of age-adjusted bioavailable testosterone ($F(3,200) = 10.79$, $p = 0.001$) but not the AR genotype ($F(3,200) = 0.18$, $p = 0.67$) or the

**Figure 8:** Males with higher levels of (age-adjusted) bioavailable testosterone were identified with greater accuracy by raters ($r = 0.22$, $p = 0.001$).
interaction between bioavailable testosterone and $AR$ genotype ($F(3,200) = 0.18, p = 0.67$).

Next, we evaluated the relationships between age-adjusted testosterone levels, $AR$ and the five principal components best characterizing face morphology (with age as a co-variate). To do so, we conducted a multiple regression analysis for the top five PCs (see Figure 6). The results of the regression revealed two strong predictors that could (together) explain 12% of the variance in age-adjusted testosterone levels (Adj $R^2 = 0.12, F (5, 200) = 6.33, p < 0.001$): PC4 was identified as the best predictor of age-adjusted testosterone levels ($\beta = -0.29, p < 0.001$), followed by PC1 ($\beta = 0.15, p = 0.027$). The remaining PC2, PC3 and PC5 did not show any significant association with age-adjusted testosterone levels (PC2: $\beta = -0.1, p = 0.14$; PC3: $\beta = -0.08, p = 0.23$; PC5: $\beta = 0.1, p = 0.16$). We then asked whether the relationship between age-adjusted testosterone levels and PC4, a principal component that was most strongly associated with testosterone levels, was moderated by $AR$ genotype. This analysis again indicated significant effect of age-adjusted testosterone ($F(3,199) = 19.58, p < 0.001$) but no effect of $AR$ genotype ($F(3,199) = 0.59, p = 0.443$) or interaction between the two ($F(3,199) = 0.14, p = 0.706$). A correlation between age-adjusted testosterone and PC4 was significant in both short $AR$ males ($r = -0.27, p = 0.005$) and long $AR$ males ($r = -0.34, p = 0.001$).
Finally, the AR genotype groups appeared to differ in the relationship between PC4 loading scores and identification accuracy (Table 2): males with the short AR gene exhibited nominally stronger negative correlation between PC4 and identification accuracy (r = -0.42, p < 0.001) than males with the long AR gene (r = -0.25, p = 0.008). But the interaction between PC4 and AR genotype was not significant F(3,226) = 1.94, p=0.16).

**Table 2:** Effect of PC score on sex identification accuracy of males possessing the short or long AR gene.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PC</th>
<th>Short-AR Males</th>
<th>Long-AR Males</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.495 (p &lt; 0.001)</td>
<td>0.502 (p &lt; 0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.161 (p = 0.074)</td>
<td>-0.186 (p = 0.051)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.015 (p = 0.866)</td>
<td>-0.162 (p = 0.090)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.418 (p &lt; 0.001)</td>
<td>-0.249 (p = 0.008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.119 (p = 0.188)</td>
<td>-0.183 (p = 0.055)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are Pearson’s r. Bolded values indicate significant relationships. PC1 and PC4 best predicted identification accuracy in males with either the short or long AR gene.

**2.3.4 Why were some females misclassified?**

Raters performed at approximately chance levels (50% correct) when asked to identify the sex of female faces. It seems that raters relied on three sets of features to identify female sex, as indicated by the correlations between the number of correct responses and the weights of specific PCs (Table 1): low loading on PC1 (r = -0.62, p <
0.001), low loading on PC2 ($r = -0.17$, $p = 0.007$), and high loading on PC5 ($r = 0.19$, $p = 0.003$).

To investigate the facial features that were most likely to be judged as female and those that were most likely to be judged as male, we compared female faces that were identified most consistently as ‘female’ with those that were perceived most consistently as ‘male’. To do this, we grouped female faces that were correctly identified as ‘female’ by at least 80% of raters (“perceived-as-female” group), and those that were identified as male by at least 80% of raters (“perceived-as-male” group). This classification resulted in 22 females that were consistently perceived as females, and 23 females consistently perceived as males.

While these females did not differ in age ($t (43) = -1.04$, $p = 0.3$) or Tanner stage at time of assessment ($X^2 (2) = 1.15$, $p = 0.56$), they did differ in their loadings on PC1 and PC5. As predicted from the overall correlations between PC loading and identification accuracy (Table 1), female faces consistently perceived as those of males had higher (“male”) PC1 loading scores ($t (43) = 6.21$, $p < 0.001$) and lower (“female”) PC5 scores ($t (43) = 2.63$, $p = 0.01$) than female faces consistently perceived as female.

Females perceived as males had higher body-mass index (BMI) than females perceived as females ($t (43) = 4.05$, $p = 0.002$) and exhibited greater fat mass, as assessed with bioimpedance ($t (43) = 3.26$, $p = 0.002$). MR images are based on soft-tissue contrast, and
thus, body fat may possibly play a role in how faces are perceived. Females perceived as males demonstrated a positive relationship between fat mass and loadings of PC1 ($r = 0.7311$, $p < 0.001$). Such a relationship between body fat and PC1 was not present in females perceived as females ($r = 0.03$, $p = 0.9$).

It is possible that the increased fat mass in females-perceived-as-males drove higher PC1 loading scores and thus increased presence of male-like features. In the entire sample, we controlled PC loading scores for the effects of body fat by residualizing the effects of body fat on PCs. The residualized PC scores (see Table 3A) indicate that even after controlling for body fat, low PC1 loading scores remain the strongest predictors of female sex identity ($r = -0.49$, $p < 0.001$).

**Table 3.A:** Effect of PC score, residualized for bioimpedance, on identification accuracy of male and female faces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PC</th>
<th>Proportion Correct Responses (%)</th>
<th>Male faces</th>
<th>Female faces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$0.361$ ($p &lt; 0.001$)</td>
<td>-$0.487$ ($p &lt; 0.001$)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-$0.159$ ($p = 0.014$)</td>
<td>-$0.130$ ($p = 0.039$)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-$0.142$ ($p = 0.027$)</td>
<td>-$0.055$ ($p = 0.384$)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-$0.316$ ($p &lt; 0.001$)</td>
<td>$0.063$ ($p = 0.322$)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-$0.039$ ($p = 0.550$)</td>
<td>$0.083$ ($p = 0.192$)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are Pearson's $r$. PC1 scores best predicted high identification accuracy in males and females. In males, PC4 serves as a second strong predictor of face sex.
Table 3.B: Effect of PC score, residualized for bioimpedance, on identification accuracy of males with short or long AR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PC</th>
<th>Short-AR Males</th>
<th>Long-AR Males</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.338 ($p = 0.002$)</td>
<td>0.382 ($p &lt; 0.001$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.149 ($p = 0.115$)</td>
<td>-0.173 ($p = 0.081$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.048 ($p = 0.615$)</td>
<td>-0.234 ($p = 0.017$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.401 ($p &lt; 0.001$)</td>
<td>-0.249 ($p = 0.011$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.035 ($p = 0.708$)</td>
<td>-0.051 ($p = 0.609$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are Pearson’s $r$. Controlling PC loading scores for bioimpedance alters PC1 effects on identification accuracy, but does not significantly influence the effects of PC4 on identification accuracy.

In a preliminary analysis of whether sex hormones in adolescent females influenced the identification of their faces as female by raters, we used the levels of bioavailable testosterone sampled at the time of the adolescents’ assessment. An analysis of the whole sample of female faces showed that faces of female adolescents were more likely to be identified as those of males if they possessed higher bioavailable testosterone ($r = -0.25$, $p < 0.001$); this was the case also after adjusting testosterone levels for chronological age ($r = -0.25$, $p < 0.001$). Consistent with this finding and the “maleness” of the face being captured by PC1, the PC1 loading scores of the female adolescents were positively related to the age-adjusted levels of bioavailable testosterone ($r = 0.29$, $p < 0.001$; Figure 9).
2.4 DISCUSSION

In the present study, we used MRI-reconstructed faces developed by our group (Chakravarty et al., 2011) to identify the facial features that most strongly predict sex by a series of raters. One of the main advantages of using MR images is the preservation of the 3-dimensional representation of the face. We used this objective information in conjunction with subjective judgments to determine which objective features underlie perceptual cues about sex identity.

2.4.1 Facial features and perceived sex

Here we studied sexual dimorphism of the face and its development in a cross-sectional sample of healthy adolescents. Our results suggest that male and female faces appeared indistinguishable in terms of perceived sex until the late adolescence. This finding is consistent with results of Enlow (1982) who studied skeletal structure.
and concluded that, before puberty, faces of boys and girls are very similar. Wild et al. (2000) also concluded that children’s faces are less informative on the dimension of sex despite the fact that they appear as informative as those of adults vis-a-vis identity identification. Although Cheng et al. (2001) reported above-chance sex classification of children’s faces, they noted that sex classification of adult faces was more accurate than those of children. This slight discrepancy is most likely related to the fact that both our MRI-reconstruction based study and those based only on the skeletal structure lack information on the texture and colour of the skin, or shape of eye-brows; these facial characteristics provide additional cues facilitating sex classification. The importance of these time-variant traits is illustrated, for example, by the fact that color of the skin contributes to male attractiveness more than morphological masculinity measures derived by 2D morphometric techniques (Scott et al. 2010). When using MRI-reconstructed faces, these additional cues are not present, leaving only local variations in the relative position, size and shape of the main craniofacial structures to guide the sex judgement.

Our results also indicate that raters’ ability to classify sex of older faces was largely due to the raters’ increased ability to identify older males. Raters did not identify older females as ‘females’ any better than they did younger females. This supports findings by Hoss et al. (2005) showing that masculinity in male faces but not femininity in female faces aids both children and adults in sex classification tasks.
Facial features described by PC1, namely increased breadth of the jaw, chin, nose, and forehead (Chakravarty et al., 2011) best predicted the sex of faces, in an age-dependent manner. The age-dependent change in the relationships between these features in males further suggests that, in males, age-related processes masculinized certain features. In females, this age-dependent change was not present. In males, features described by low loadings on PC4 and thus by wider jaw and mouth regions, a wider, more prominent jaw line, and shorter nose also predicted accurate male identification.

Previously, Bulygina et al. (2006) reported an enlargement of the face relative to the neurocranium during the first four post-natal years and no further changes in facial shape between 6 and 12 years of age. At this time, male and female individuals differed relatively little in terms of facial shape, and growth of their faces was relatively similar. Interestingly, while females attained maximal facial growth by the ages of 12-14 years, facial growth in males continued in 12 to 14 year old males. This resulted in the development of more pronounced brow ridges in males by young adulthood, and a larger, and more forward-protruding mandible (Bulygina et al., 2006).

It is possible that our raters’ reduced ability to identify female faces was due to female facial characteristics signaling weaker female sex cues in absence of other sex-specifying cues (e.g., eyebrows, hair). While males take longer to achieve full facial development, once it is achieved, male features appear more distinct. Thus, older males
possessed features that more reliably cued ‘male’ identity. Bulygina et al. (2006) suggested that faces are sexually dimorphic as early as 6 months. A longitudinal study of Icelandic children found sex differences in several facial features as early as the age of 6 years, that is prior to puberty (Thordarson et al., 2006). These differences, however, do not seem to be perceptually apparent as our raters could not distinguish male and female faces at 12 years of age. More reliable perceptual cues, then, arise in adolescence, serving to distinguish masculine and feminine faces most clearly.

Our findings show a correspondence between objective sexually dimorphic changes in facial morphology and perception of sex identity in an age-dependent manner. This suggests that it is the maturational change that occurs at this time period that serves to define the sex of faces. Males seem to exhibit more distinct, robust facial changes with age relative to females, which correlate with more accurate identification of male faces with age.

2.4.2 What underlies sexually dimorphic facial changes in typically developing adolescents?

In this study, we have shown that males with higher levels of age-adjusted bioavailable testosterone were more likely to be perceived as male. Verdonck et al. (1999) showed that testosterone treatment (at low doses) triggers craniofacial growth in boys with delayed puberty. Testosterone effects on craniofacial structure were most pronounced in
the mandible, cranial base, and anterior face height (Verdonck et al., 1999).

Previously, Penton-Voak and Chen (2004) reported that men with higher levels of salivary testosterone appeared more masculine to raters. Pound et al. (2009) reported that testosterone levels measured 5 and 20 minutes after success in a competitive task were associated with masculine facial structure. Such a relationship between testosterone levels and perception of masculinity data could be supported also by data using our objective measures. This suggests that changes in testosterone levels may influence some aspects of facial shape and craniofacial development.

Testosterone effects on the development of the face may occur through changes in growth hormone (GH) levels. GH plays a major role in regulating growth, body development, and body composition. Craniofacial dimensions in children are also influenced by GH, and are altered in GH-deficient children (Spiegel et al., 1971). Growth hormone replacement can trigger the growth of mandibular ramus and of lower anterior facial height (Spiegel et al., 1971). Excess of growth hormone can result in gigantism during puberty or acromegaly in later life (Kashyap et al., 2011). Mandibular overgrowth, maxillary widening, and teeth separation are the most apparent characteristics of an acromegalic face (Kashyap et al., 2011).

Previous studies have shown that GH secretion can be enhanced by testosterone treatment (Giustina et al., 1997; Loche et al., 1997;
Keenan et al., 1993). This relationship may support the changes we observed in the faces of males throughout adolescence. Plasma testosterone levels in pre-pubertal boys begin to increase at the age of 11 years, and continue to increase throughout puberty (Boyar et al., 1974; August et al., 1972). It is possible that the period of growth in males is especially punctuated by an increased presence of testosterone during puberty. This would result in apparent sex differences in the face. According to our study, it is these differences that can be identified by others.

2.4.3 Sex misclassification

Females that were most consistently perceived as males possessed significantly higher PC1 loading scores and significantly lower PC5 loading scores relative to females consistently perceived as female. Our analyses showed that high PC1 loading scores and low PC5 loading scores were strongly correlated with correct identification of male faces (Table 1). This finding suggests that misclassified females possessed more ‘male-like’ (PC1) and fewer “female-like” (PC5) features than other females in the group. This finding is consistent with the results obtained by O’Toole et al. (1998) who reported that sex-based classification of female faces with more masculine features was much slower than those of female faces with less masculine features.

Our current study also reports higher BMI, higher fat mass, and positive relationship between fat mass and loadings of PC1 in females.
perceived as males. While our study is limited to analyses of facial shape and not craniofacial bone structure, a significant relationship between body fat and craniofacial morphology was also reported in an X-ray study by Sadeghianrizi et al. (2005). These authors showed that obese adolescents (male and female) had significantly larger mandibular and maxillary dimensions relative to healthy controls. In our study, wider mandibular dimensions were most strongly described by high PC1 loading scores, also associated with identification of male sex. A positive relationship between BMI and masculinity, dominance and low digit-ratio, was also reported in Schaefer et al. (2005).

In a preliminary analysis, we also showed that higher loadings of PC1 in females were related to higher levels of bioavailable testosterone (Figure 9). Increased testosterone might be related to increased body fat in misclassified girls. McCartney et al. (2007) showed that peripubertal obesity is associated with hyperandrogenemia and hyperinsulinemia throughout puberty. Rosenfield (2007) suggest that obesity in girls increases the likelihood of developing Polycystic Ovary Syndrome, a disorder associated with hyperandrogenism. Indeed, Baer et al. (2007) studied 8 to 10 year old females longitudinally for 7 years and found that higher BMI at childhood predicted higher levels of dihydroepiandrosterone sulphate in young adulthood. A follow-up study may examine whether other ovarian and/or adrenal androgens correlate with body fat and increased ‘male-like’ appearance among females.
Higher loadings of PC1 in female faces perceived as those of males provided evidence that testosterone influenced PC1-related features similarly in both males and females. Higher body fat among females perceived as males may have led to apparently larger PC1-features, leading to ‘male’ perceptions by raters. Alternatively, it is also possible that the relationship between body fat and presence of androgens in females perceived as males increases the development of more male-like craniofacial features and facial shape.

2.4.4 Limitations

The current results are based on ratings obtained in female raters only. Nonetheless, as explained in the Appendix 4, results obtained in the (smaller number) of male raters were not substantially different from those provided by female raters, except for the overall lower accuracy by the former. Furthermore, we have not considered the phase of menstrual cycle or the use of hormonal contraceptives by the female raters; both may influence face processing (e.g. Penton-Voak et al. 1999). Finally, recoding reaction times would complement the accuracy data and might provide additional insights not available in the present study.

2.5 CONCLUSIONS

This study used a novel method for studying perception of face sex and showed that reliable cues of male sex can be identified in faces, and that these become perceptually distinct with the progression
of puberty. This study used a unique set of face stimuli that stripped non-face sex-specifying cues to determine the aspects of face shape that most strongly indicate the sex of faces. In both males and females, perceived sex was influenced by levels of testosterone above and beyond chronological age. Levels of testosterone were also associated with changes in specific objectively-defined features. This link between the effects of testosterone on objective and subjective aspects of the face opens up the possibility of detecting clinically relevant phenotypes associated with abnormal levels of sex hormone.

The next chapter will study features of the skull and try to clarify to what extent it is the fat and to what extent it is the actual skull shape that contributes to the development of sex differences in the face.
CHAPTER 3

Does skull shape mediate the relationship between objective features and subjective impressions about the face?

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Sex identification plays an important role in social cognition (Macrae et al., 2002). Meeting a male vs. a female often triggers different expectations and social interactions. For example, sexually dimorphic features of the face contribute to the estimation of an individual's value as a mate (Thornhill & Gangestad, 1999). It has been suggested that cosmetic surgeons enhance attractiveness by creating a “hyper feminine” face and that a more squared-off jaw makes a woman look both more masculine and older (Adamson & Zavod, 2006). What are the sexually dimorphic features that make us perceive a face as a male or a female? Are these features determined by the skull? This study explores the role of skull shape in subjective impressions about the sex of a face.

Sexual dimorphisms in craniofacial morphology have been described in both skulls (e.g. cephalometry: Weston et al., 2007; X-rays: Bulygina et al, 2006) and face surface (e.g. photographs: Carre and McCormick, 2008, Penton-Voak et al., 2001; laser scanning: Toma et
Our previous studies used faces derived from magnetic resonance images (MRI) to explore the development of sex differences in the face during adolescence (Chakravarty et al., 2011; Mareckova et al., 2011). We used a surface-based warping technique to simulate the craniofacial anatomy of individual subjects by using a procedure that warped an average surface representation of the group under the study (Chakravarty et al., 2011). Using this approach, we showed that levels of age-adjusted bioavailable testosterone predicted face shape of both males and females (Mareckova et al., 2011).

Objectively measured features of the face and their development during adolescence are accompanied by variations in subjective impressions about the sex of these faces (Mareckova et al., 2011). We showed that males with broad jaw, nose, forehead, and narrow eyes were correctly classified as males, and females lacking these features were correctly classified as females. The total amount of body fat, however, correlated with the presence of these male-like features (Mareckova et al., 2011). Therefore, using the surface-based set of facial landmarks did not allow us to distinguish whether classifications of the individuals’ sex were related to differences in craniofacial bone structure or differences in the soft tissue (fat and muscle) in the face (Mareckova et al., 2011).

The current study was aimed at determining the extent to which the skull or facial tissue influences impressions about the sex of a face. We placed landmarks on a number of skull elements visible on MR
images and hypothesized that skull features will mediate the relationship between facial features and subjective impressions about the sex of the face.

In addition to the faces included in our previous report (Mareckova, et al, 2011), we added another 401 faces, yielding a total of 876 faces. Bootstrapping was used to perform mediation analysis and determine whether skull mediated the relationship between face shape and identification accuracy. Subsequently, we explored the role of body fat on the correct identification of the sex of a face and on the mediation by skull.

3.2 METHODS

3.2.1 Faces

Faces were derived from MR images obtained in a community-based sample of typically developing adolescents (age range = 12 to 18 years; M=180.18 months, SD=22.06; n=1,024) recruited in the context of the Saguenay Youth Study (SYS; Pausova et al, 2007). Faces were reconstructed successfully in 876 adolescents (411 males, 462 females; information about the sex of 3 participants was missing). Using this dataset, we derived information about facial features, skull features, and subjective impressions about the sex of these faces as described below.

To eliminate the influence of the brain in the subsequent image processing, we first extracted (and removed) the brains using an in-
house pipeline that requires nonlinear registration to a brain mask on a target (Avants et al., 2008). Then, a single participant was chosen to be an arbitrary reference and all other participants were rigidly aligned (3 translations and rotations) to that reference. MR images from all participants were corrected for intensity inhomogeneities (Sled et al., 1998) and clamped to an intensity range of 0-10,000. Next, the population was normalized to the average head size of the entire group. For each participant, this required matching to all other participants through the estimation of all possible 12-parameter transformations (3 shears, 3 scales, 3 translations, and 3 rotations). These transformations were then averaged and applied. Subsequently, a voxel-by-voxel intensity average was created to represent the average craniofacial structure of the group. Finally, a hierarchical iterative group-wise nonlinear registration procedure was initiated where each individual was nonlinerly registered to the population average, leading to the creation of a new average for the subsequent iteration. This process occurred in a hierarchical iterative fashion such that larger deformations were accounted for at earlier iterations and smaller deformations at every subsequent iteration. See Chakravarty et al. (2011) for more details regarding the image processing.

In order to capture variability in facial features among the 876 individuals, we placed 56 facial landmarks (Chakravarty et al., 2011) on the population-based average of 876 MRI-reconstructed faces and then warped these 56 landmarks back to each subject’s face using the inverse of the nonlinear transformation; this allowed us to derive $X$, $Y$
and Z coordinates (and relevant between-landmark distances; Appendix 5) for all 56 landmarks for each of the 876 faces. These coordinates (located in Cartesian space) were mean-centered and subjected to principal component analysis (PCA) on covariances; principal components (PCs) explaining variability in facial features were generated for each individual.

3.2.2 Skulls

In order to capture variability in skull features among the 876 individuals, 19 landmarks were placed on the same population-based average at anatomically defined locations of the skull (Figure 1). While T1-weighted MR images provide very good contrast between soft tissues, bone tissue can only be estimated as the black non-tissue space. Placing skull landmarks in non-tissue spaces such as alveoli in the jaws enabled us to capture features that are independent of the amount of fat (or muscle) in the face. Landmarks were located in areas that enabled high precision in positioning (e.g. particular teeth, corners of the eye sockets, tip of the chin).

Next, the skull landmarks were warped back to each participant’s head MRI using the inverse of the nonlinear transformation used to warp each individual into the population average. This step provided a set of landmarks (and relevant distances; Appendix 6) for each participant’s skull. As above, the coordinates were mean-centered and subjected to PCA on covariances; principal components (PCs)
explaining variability in skull features were generated for each individual.
Figure 1: Skull landmarks (19) and their position:

1- Inside corner of the left eye socket;
2- Outside corner of the left eye socket;
3- Inside corner of the right eye socket;
4- Outside corner of the right socket;
5- Bridge of the nose;
6- Middle of the left mandibular sinus;
7- Middle of the right mandibular sinus;
8- Outside edge of the right mandibular sinus;
9- Outside edge of the left mandibular sinus;
10- Point around 2nd vertebrae where lower teeth most visible;
11- Front of the lower teeth;
12- Left jaw (unerupted lower 3rd molar);
13- Right jaw (unerupted lower 3rd molar);
14- Front of the upper teeth;
15- Left canine;
16- Right canine;
17- Left first molar;
18- Right first molar;
19- Tip of the chin bone.

3.2.3 Body fat

Saguenay Youth Study contains information about body fat, as measured with a multi-frequency bioimpedance (Xitron Technologies, San Diego, CA). This information was available for 831 out of the 876 participants with MRI-reconstructed face.
3.2.4 Raters

A total of 120 female first-year undergraduate students of Psychology from the University of Toronto (Toronto, ON, Canada) were recruited to rate the sex of MRI-reconstructed faces. Data from the first 60 female raters were already used in Mareckova et al (2011). Here we increased the sample size by another 60 raters and used the total of 120 for all further analyses. All raters were 17 to 30 years old (M=19.61, SD=2.44), of White (European descent) ethnicity (consistent with the ethnicity of the rated faces), and not taking antidepressant or antipsychotic medication at the time of their participation in the study. We chose to work with female raters only to avoid adding more variance in the ratings by including male raters; in a pilot study, we showed that male (vs. female) raters are less accurate in judging the face sex. Students participated for a course credit and a 1-in-6 chance to win a gift voucher for $50 CAD.

3.2.5 Rating of the face sex

In order to present a manageable number of faces to each rater, we divided the total number of faces into four batches. The first two batches of faces were rated in the context of Mareckova et al (2011) study and provided us with sex judgments about 475 faces included in the current model (n=876). Batch 3 and 4 were created later, specifically for this study, and included 195 faces each. The remaining 11 faces were excluded from the rating part of the study due to slight
distortions around the lips. The four batches did not differ in terms of sex of the faces ($X^2=0.22$, $p=0.97$) or age ($F(3,861)=1.85$, $p=0.14$) and we thus combined all four batches and analyzed all data in the context of both the facial features and skull features.

For consistency with Mareckova et al. (2011), 30 raters rated each face in batches 3 and 4 and the batches did not differ in terms of the mean age of face presented, with equal age distributions across males and females. Batch 3 included 92 male (mean age = 175.7 months, SD=20.13) and 103 female (mean age = 178.6 months, SD=21.8) faces. Batch 4 included 91 male (mean age = 175.7 months, SD=19.56) and 104 female (mean age = 178.8, SD = 21.96) faces. Images were uploaded to an online website (www.surveymonkey.com) that provided a user-friendly tool for creating online questionnaires.

Instructions and link for the online questionnaire were emailed to the recruited raters and they completed the experiment on their own computers, at time and location of their choice. Each trial (195 in total) appeared as a separate screen including a single face (480x480 pixels; see Figure 2 for an example face) and a forced-choice question about their impression about the sex of the face (male or female). There was no time limit per face.
3.2.6 Analysis

First, identification accuracy was calculated as the percentage of correct identifications of the sex of each face by the 30 raters. Next, we compared the newly derived principal components describing variability in the face morphology with principal components used in Mareckova et al (2011), and then used the newly derived principal components to study the relationship between objective facial features and identification accuracy (replicating the analysis performed in Mareckova et al., 2011).

Second, we used bootstrapping to perform mediation analyses. We hypothesized that skull features mediate the relationship between objective facial features and subjective impressions about the face. This mediation hypothesis was tested with a bootstrap procedure to determine the significance of the indirect effect (Preacher & Hayes, 2004). A total of 5,000 bootstrap resamples were used to provide stable estimates of the direct, indirect, and total effects. We determined 95%
confidence intervals from the bootstrap resamples and any interval that did not include 0 was considered to be significantly different from 0. Subsequently, the possible role of body fat on these mediations was explored. We hypothesized that if we adjusted facial features for the total amount of body fat, skull would mediate the relationship between body fat-adjusted facial features and identification accuracy in both males and females.

3.3 RESULTS

3.3.1 Facial features

The 56 facial landmarks data were suitable for PCA (Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) =0.932; Barlett’s test of sphericity was significant ($X^2=278744.160$, df=14028, p<0.0001)). The PCA identified 10 principle components (PCs) that accounted for 76.6% of variance in the facial features. These 10 PCs are characterized in Table 1A.
### Table 1A: Effect of face-based principal components (PCs) on identification accuracy of male and female faces (correlations that survived correction for 10 multiple comparisons are in bold).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Face PC</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Male faces</th>
<th>Female faces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>Wide face, short nose, narrow eyes</td>
<td>r= 0.41, p&lt;0.001</td>
<td>r= -0.51, p&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>Narrow face with longer lower face</td>
<td>r= 0.19, p&lt;0.001</td>
<td>r= -0.11, p=0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>Wide cheekbones, short nose, longer lower face</td>
<td>r= 0.12, p=0.02</td>
<td>r= 0.02, p=0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>Long nose, small mouth</td>
<td>r= -0.30, p&lt;0.001</td>
<td>r= 0.11, p=0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>Longer lower face, wide mouth</td>
<td>r= -0.01, p=0.84</td>
<td>r= -0.05, p=0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>Big eyes, longer nose, small mouth</td>
<td>r= -0.21, p&lt;0.001</td>
<td>r= 0.35, p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>Small narrow face</td>
<td>r= -0.14, p=0.004</td>
<td>r= 0.01, p=0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>Small eyes, short nose, longer lower face</td>
<td>r= 0.08, p=0.09</td>
<td>r= -0.03, p=0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>Narrow face with small mouth and chin</td>
<td>r= 0.17, p=0.0004</td>
<td>r= -0.05, p=0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>Long nose, small forehead</td>
<td>r= -0.11, p=0.03</td>
<td>r= -0.04, p=0.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentage scores in the second column describe the portion of variance in facial features the particular principal component (PC) explained. Values presented are Pearson's r. Significant correlations between identification accuracy and PC score are in bold.
Table 1B: Effect of skull-based principal components (PCs) on identification accuracy of male and female faces (correlations that survived correction for 10 multiple comparisons are in bold).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skull PC</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Male faces</th>
<th>Female faces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>Wide cheekbones, short nose</td>
<td>$r = 0.42$, $p &lt; 0.0001$</td>
<td>$r = -0.49$, $p &lt; 0.0001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>Small jaw with less prominent chin</td>
<td>$r = 0.22$, $p &lt; 0.0001$</td>
<td>$r = 0.14$, $p = 0.003$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>Wide cheekbones, jaw; longer nose and lower face</td>
<td>$r = 0.26$, $p &lt; 0.0001$</td>
<td>$r = -0.18$, $p &lt; 0.0001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>Small sockets, disappearing chin</td>
<td>$r = -0.05$, $p = 0.28$</td>
<td>$r = 0.03$, $p = 0.53$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>Wide cheekbones and prominent chin</td>
<td>$r = -0.07$, $p = 0.15$</td>
<td>$r = -0.08$, $p = 0.10$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>Large socket distance, longer nose</td>
<td>$r = -0.04$, $p = 0.40$</td>
<td>$r = 0.11$, $p = 0.03$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Small face with big sockets</td>
<td>$r = 0.02$, $p = 0.64$</td>
<td>$r = 0.03$, $p = 0.57$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>Narrow face with small features</td>
<td>$r = -0.13$, $p = 0.01$</td>
<td>$r = 0.22$, $p &lt; 0.0001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>Small socket distance and lower face</td>
<td>$r = 0.05$, $p = 0.34$</td>
<td>$r = -0.005$, $p = 0.91$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>Short nose, larger socket distance</td>
<td>$r = 0.04$, $p = 0.40$</td>
<td>$r = 0.14$, $p = 0.003$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Face PC1 reflected typically male features – wide face with short wide nose and narrow eyes (Figure 3A). Face PC2 was narrow with longer lower face and narrow eyes. Face PC3 was characterized by a wide face with big eyes and longer lower face. Face PC4 had typically female features - longer nose, small mouth and big eyes. Wide face, mouth, and bigger eyes identified face PC5. Face PC6 was also a female one - longer nose, small mouth, and big eyes - but was narrower than face PC4. Face PC7 was small and narrow, face PC8 had small features and eyes in particular, face PC9 was narrow, and face PC10 was characterized by a long nose but small forehead.

Figure 3A: Visualization of the face PC1: the average face was warped using facial landmarks to create a facial feature simulation by warping face PC1 using 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1 of face PC1 scores.

Figure 3B: Visualization of the skull PC1: the average skull was warped using skull landmarks to create a skull feature simulation by warping skull PC1 using 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1 of skull PC1 scores. The top row shows the PC1 features of the skull, the bottom row shows the skull PC1 features projected on a face.
3.3.1.1 Comparison of facial features derived from the original (Mareckova et al., 2011) and current (n=876) sample of faces

The current face PCs correlated well with the face PCs derived for the original subsample reported in Mareckova et al. (2011). An overview of these correlations is provided in Appendix 7. There were large correlations between the current and original PC1 (r=0.86, p<0.0001), current PC2 and original PC3 (r=-0.86, p<0.0001), current PC3 and original PC2 (r=-0.82, p<0.0001), and current and original PC4 (r=0.67, p<0.0001). We can conclude that the high correlations in the first four PCs that account for most of the variability in facial features confirm our previous findings (Mareckova et al., 2011) in a larger sample (n=876); note that “original” PC2 (PC3) and “current” PC3 (PC2) captured, respectively, very similar face features.

3.3.2 Skull features

The 19 skull landmark data were suitable for PCA (KMO=0.878; Barlett’s test of sphericity was significant \(X^2=64978.425, \text{df}=1596, p<0.0001\)). The PCA identified 10 PCs that accounted for 85% of variance in the skull features. These 10 PCs are characterized in Table 1B.

Wide cheekbones and shorter nose were the main skull features captured by PC1 (Figure 3B). Skull PC2 had small jaw with less prominent chin. Skull PC3 was characterized by wide cheekbones and
jaw, accompanied with longer lower face and nose. Skull PC4 had small eye sockets and less prominent chin. Wide cheekbones and prominent chin characterized skull PC5, longer nose with eye sockets further apart characterized skull PC6, and small face with big eye-sockets characterized skull PC7. Skull PC8 had typically female features and narrow face. Skull PC9 had smaller lower face and short distance between the eye sockets, and skull PC10 had wider eye-socket distances and shorter nose.

3.3.3 Relationship between skull and face features

Skull-based PCs and face-based PCs were highly correlated (Figure 4): face PC1 – skull PC1 \((r=0.94, p<0.0001)\) where skull PC1 mirrored the wide and typically male-like face PC1; face PC2 – skull PC2 \((r=0.75, p<0.0001)\), with both PCs reflecting a male-like but narrow face; and face PC3 – skull PC3 \((r=0.84, p<0.0001)\) where both PCs had wide cheekbones and longer lower face.

3.3.4 Effect of sex and age on development of skull and face features

Effect of Sex, Age, and their interaction on (1) face PC1 and (2) skull PC1 features was explored using two separate two-way ANOVAs. An interaction between Sex and Age was present for both face PC1 (ANOVA: \(F(3,869)=6.37, \ p=0.0003\); Age*Sex: \(t=2.93, \ p=0.003\)) and skull PC1 (ANOVA: \(F(3,869)=9.41, \ Age*Sex: \ t=2.98, \ p=0.003\)). There was a positive effect of age on face PC1 \((t(410)=4.32, \ p<0.0001, \)
and skull PC1 (t(410)=5.14, p<0.0001, \( R^2 = 0.06 \)) in males but no effect of age on face PC1 (t(461)=0.43, p=0.67) and skull PC1 (t(461)=1.32, p=0.19) in females.

Figure 4: Correlation matrix of face and skull principle components (PCs)

3.3.5 Relationship between facial features and sex judgments about a face

Correlation analyses explored what features of the face are associated with correct subjective identification of the sex of a face. Our previous results showed that facial features captured by PC1 were the strongest predictor of correct identification of the sex of a face by raters (Mareckova et al., 2011). This relationship between facial features of PC1 and identification accuracy was also observed in the current larger
sample. The correlation between PC1 features (Females: $M=-0.87$, $SD=19.3$; Males: $M=0.07$, $SD=19.48$) and identification accuracy (Females: $M=48.8$, $SD=24.84$; Males: $M=71.76$, $SD=23.13$) was negative in females ($r=-0.51$, $p<0.0001$) and positive in males ($r=0.41$, $p<0.0001$).

3.3.6 Does skull mediate the relationship between facial features and sex judgments about the face?

To examine the possible mediation of the facial features – sex identification accuracy relationship by skull, bootstrapping mediation analyses were conducted separately for males and females.

In males ($n=411$), this analysis revealed that the relationship between face-based PC1 and identification accuracy was mediated by skull-based PC1, ($ab=0.35$, $SE=0.16$, 95% CI [0.03, 0.64]). Although the total effect of face-based PC1 on identification accuracy was significant, the direct effect of face-based PC1 on identification accuracy was not significant when the indirect path through skull-based PC1 was taken into account. Thus, in males, the relationship between face-based PC1 and identification accuracy was fully mediated by skull-based PC1 (Figure 5).
Figure 5: Skull mediates fully the relationship between facial features of PC1 and identification accuracy of male faces (ab=0.35, SE=0.16; 95% CI [0.03, 0.64]; a=0.61, SE=0.01, p=0.000; b=0.58, SE=0.25, p=0.02; c=0.49, SE=0.05, p=0.000; c'=0.14, SE=0.025, p=0.37; R²=0.18, n=411)

In females (n=454), the relationship between face-based PC1 and identification accuracy was not mediated by skull-based PC1 (ab=-0.16, SE=0.14; 95% CI [-0.45, 0.12]).

Next, we explored whether the presence/absence of mediation described above might be related to the amount of body fat. As expected, female adolescents had more body fat than males (Females: n=445, M=24.54, SD=8.40; Males: n=386, M=14.91, SD=7.69; t(829)=17.14, p<0.0001, R²=0.26). In each sex separately, we adjusted face-based PC1 by the total amount of body fat.

In males, the relationship between body fat-adjusted face-based PC1 and identification accuracy was mediated by skull-based PC1, ab=0.32, SE=0.10; 95% CI [0.14, 0.52]. The total effect of body fat-adjusted face-based PC1 on identification accuracy was reduced, when the indirect path through skull-based PC1 was taken into account. In
males, the effect of body fat-adjusted face-based PC1 on identification accuracy was thus partially mediated by skull-based PC1 (Figure 6).

![Diagram of mediation analysis](image)

*Figure 6: Skull mediates partially the relationship between body fat-adjusted facial features of PC1 and identification accuracy of male faces (ab=0.32, SE=0.08, 95% CI [0.14, 0.52]; a=0.6, SE=0.02, p=0.000; b=0.53, SE=0.16, p=0.000; c=0.56, SE=0.06, p=0.000; c'=0.24, SE=0.11, p=0.038; R²=0.20; n=385).*

In females, this analysis revealed that the relationship between body fat-adjusted face-based PC1 and identification accuracy was mediated by skull-based PC1, ab=-0.6, SE=0.07, 95% CI [-0.74, -0.47]. Although the total effect of body fat-adjusted face-based PC1 on identification accuracy was significant, the direct effect of body fat-adjusted face-based PC1 on identification accuracy was not significant when the indirect path through skull-based PC1 was taken into account. In females, the effect of body fat-adjusted face-based PC1 on identification accuracy was fully mediated by skull-based PC1 (Figure 7).
Figure 7: Skull mediates fully the relationship between body fat-adjusted facial features of PC1 and identification accuracy of female faces (ab=0.6, SE=0.07, 95% CI [-0.74, -0.47]; a=0.56, SE=0.02; p=0.000; b=-1.07, SE=0.13, p=0.000; c=-0.53, SE=0.07; p=0.000; c'=0.076, SE=0.09, p=0.43; R^2=0.25; n=437).

3.3.7 The role of fat in recognizing sex of a face

Finally, we wanted to clarify whether the fat in the face is only noise that diminishes the sex-specific signal coming from the skull features and thus lowers the chances of correct sex recognition, or whether the fat might be actually a signal contributing to correct sex recognition.

Linear regression was used to explore the relationship between body fat, the estimator of fat in the face, and accuracy of sex judgments. Body fat contributed to the perceived maleness of both male and female faces; males with more body fat were more correctly classified as males (t(385)=2.02, p=0.04) while females with more body fat were more often misclassified as males (t(436)=-9.09, p<0.0001). These results suggest that body fat might facilitate correct recognition of a male face but could interfere with correct sex recognition of a female.
face. The effect size was much larger in females compared with males. While body fat predicted 16% of variance in sex judgments about female faces, it predicted only 1% of variance in sex judgments about male faces. Having less body fat was thus essential for correct sex classification of a female face.

Face PC1 and skull PC1 were highly correlated in both males and females. Still, in males, skull features of PC1 ($t(385)=9.49, p<0.0001, R^2=0.19$) could explain slightly more variance in sex judgments than facial features of PC1 ($t(385)=9.1, p<0.0001, R^2=0.18$), and in females, facial features of PC1 ($t(436)=-12.41, p<0.0001, R^2=0.26$) could explain slightly more variance in sex judgments than skull features of PC1 ($t(436)=-11.91, p<0.0001, R^2=0.25$). It is thus no surprise that multiple regression exploring the role of skull, face, and body fat on accuracy of sex judgments (run separately in males and females) identified skull PC1 and, to a lesser extent body fat, as predictors of sex recognition in males ($F(3,382)=199.48, p<0.0001$; Skull PC1: $t=2.66, p=0.008$; Body fat: $t=-2.02, p=0.04$), but face PC1 and body fat as predictors of sex recognition in females ($F(3,433)=19.81, p<0.0001$; Face PC1: $t=-3.36, p=0.0009$; Body fat: $t=-3.63, p=0.0003$). In males, skull PC1 and body fat together could predict 19% of variance (Adj $R^2=0.19$). In females, the face PC1 and body fat together could predict 28% of variance (Adj $R^2=0.28$).
3.4 DISCUSSION

Using MR images, we studied the role of craniofacial bone structure in the relationship between objective facial features and subjective judgments about the sex of a face. We showed that skull features are essential for our perceptions about the sex of a male face. Skull mediated fully the relationship between facial features and sex judgments about the male face. This was not the case in females. Mediation by skull in females was revealed only after adjusting facial features for total body fat.

Fat contributed to correct sex recognition of a male face, but this effect was very small and, as we have shown in our mediation analyses, the skull itself could explain the presence of the relationship between facial features and sex judgments about male faces. In contrast, presence of fat reduced the correct sex recognition of a female face and this effect was large enough to prevent the skull features from mediating the relationship between facial features and sex judgments.

There seems to be two main cues that influenced raters’ judgements of sex and suggested maleness of the face: (1) larger craniofacial bone structure and features of PC1 and (2) more body fat that may contribute to the facial features but mask, to some extent, the typically female features of the skull. We will now describe the sex differences in skull development and briefly explain the underlying biological mechanisms.
Sex differences in face shape emerge as early as in the first year of life and increase with age (children 6-11 years: 2.7% dimorphism; adolescents 12-17 years: 3.5% dimorphism; Bulygina et al., 2006). While the growth of female faces slows down by the age of 13 years and stops at the age of 15 years, male faces continue developing till late adolescence (Bulygina et al., 2006). Male faces are larger than those of females already before puberty but the development of typically male facial features continues till the age of 18 years (Bulygina et al., 2006). Prolonged growth of the male face and skull during puberty (Enlow et al., 1996) was observed also in our current study.

Typically male features of face PC1 were characterized by wider face, shorter nose, and narrow eye shape. Sex differences in the width to height ratio of the upper face (between the lip and the brow) also have been described by others: broader and shorter upper face in males (vs. females) was reported in both humans (Weston et al., 2007) and chimpanzees (Weston et al., 2004). During adolescence, male upper faces remain shorter than expected for their overall size (Weston et al., 2007) while lower face (mandible) becomes enlarged (Ferrario et al., 1998). Male, compared with female, faces were also characterized by greater bone strength and dimension, which is related to higher rates of periosteal bone formation (Vanderschueren et al., 2004). Presence of these larger skull features in males might possibly explain why our raters could recognize males more accurately than females (Mareckova et al., 2011), and why the skull mediated the relationship between facial features and sex recognition in males but not females.
Presence of male-specific features increases as a function of age-adjusted bioavailable testosterone (Mareckova et al., 2011). Aromatase converts testosterone to estrogen, the key hormone involved in skeletal growth and maintenance of bone mass (Riggs et al., 2002). Jaw area is rich in estrogen receptors (ERs), possibly explaining why ovariectomy (Tanaka et al., 1999) and estrogen deficiency (Ejiri et al., 2008) have a negative effect on jaw growth. Androgen deficiency in men and estrogen deficiency in postmenopausal women can induce bone loss (Vanderschueren et al., 2004). On the other hand, women with polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS), which is associated with increased levels of androgens, have higher mineral bone density compared with age-matched controls (Buchanan et al., 1988; Dagogo-Jack et al., 1997). It is likely that not only fat but also higher levels of androgens influenced facial features of females that were misclassified as males in the sex judgment task of this current study.

Since (1) fat influences sex judgments about female faces and (2) meeting a male vs. a female often triggers different expectations and social interactions, are people approaching and treating misclassified females differently than correctly classified ones? Literature shows that it might be the case. Sexually dimorphic features of the face contribute to the estimation of an individual’s value as a mate (Thornhill, & Gagenstad, 1999), and heterosexual males tend to prefer females with feminine faces (Cunningham, 1986; Rhodes, 2006).
3.5 CONCLUSION

Craniofacial bone structure determines subjective impressions about the sex of a male face. This is not the case in females. In females, the mediation of the relationship between facial features and sex judgments by skull revealed only when adjusting facial features for body fat. Body fat has a slight positive effect on correct recognition of male faces but a medium to large negative effect on correct recognition of female faces. This substantial role of fat in females might explain the lack of mediation of the relationship between facial features and sex judgments by skull when body fat is not taken into account.

Next chapter will explore whether development of skull features might be influenced by exposure to prenatal androgens.
CHAPTER 4

Identifying craniofacial features associated with prenatal exposure to androgens and testing their relationship with brain development

4.1 INTRODUCTION

According to the organizational hypothesis, prenatal period is a critical window when androgens impact the development of both reproductive and non-reproductive tissues (Phoenix et al., 1959). In human studies, putative effects of prenatal androgens on brain and behavior have been demonstrated using a variety of approaches, including direct (testosterone level in amniotic fluid [Van de Beek et al., 2004] or umbilical-cord blood [Sakai et al., 1992]) and indirect (the ratio of the length of the 2nd and 4th fingers [2D:4D ratio]; reviewed in Hönekopp et al., 2007) measures. Given the scarce opportunities for measuring directly androgen levels in amniotic fluid or umbilical-cord blood, the discordant-sex twin design has served as an alternative avenue for testing putative effects of prenatal androgens. While female fetus produces androgens only by fetal adrenal glands (Rainey et al., 2004) and as a by-product of corticosteroid production (Tapp et al., 2011), male fetus develops testes in the 7-8 week of gestation (Tapp et al., 2011) and starts producing increasing levels of testosterone
Stable testosterone levels have been observed in the amniotic fluid of male fetuses from the earliest measurements taken (15 week of pregnancy; Sarkar et al., 2007). Thus, intrauterine presence of a male (vs. female) co-twin exposes the other twin to higher levels of prenatal androgens and, as such, the discordant-sex twin design allows one to test so-called “testosterone transfer” hypothesis (Peper et al. 2009; Cohen-Bendahan, 2004). Here, we used the discordant-sex twin design to identify a peripheral “signature” of the prenatal exposure to androgens. Given the growing availability of magnetic resonance (MR) images in population-based studies of brain development (Paus, 2013) and the current work on MR-based craniofacial morphometry (e.g. Chakravarty et al. 2011, Liu et al. 2012), we have decided to explore this possibility in the context of craniofacial features.

The concurrent phase of the brain and craniofacial development takes place between the 5th and 13th week of gestation (Diewert et al., 1993; Diewert & Lozanof, 1993). Examples of environmental and genetic perturbations affecting both phenotypes include, respectively, fetal alcohol syndrome (Larkby & Day, 1997) and Down syndrome (Guihard-Costa et al., 2006). Sex differences in the craniofacial morphology have been observed as early as in 6-month old human infants (Bulygina et al 2006). Studies in adults suggested a relationship between 2D:4D ratio and robusticity (Fink et al., 2005; Meindel et al., 2012), dominance, and perceived masculinity (Neave et al., 2003) of the face. Prenatal androgens also appear to influence teeth size: androgenized female monkeys (vs. female controls) had longer and
sharper teeth (Zingeser, & Phoenix, 1978), female-to-male transsexuals (vs. female controls) had larger bucolingual and, to a lesser extent, mesiodistal diameters of the top of the crown (Antoszewski et al., 2009), and females with a twin brother (vs. with a twin sister) had larger mesiodistal and, to a lesser extent, bucolingual diameters of the top of the crown (Dempsey et al., 1999).

Here we use the discordant-sex twin design to identify possible effects of prenatal androgens on craniofacial morphology in prepubertal children (Study 1). Subsequently, we test the validity of such same-sex vs. opposite-sex differences, or the craniofacial “signature” of prenatal androgens, by examining its relationship with brain size in a large sample of adolescent females born as singletons (Study 2).

4.2 STUDY 1: METHODS

4.2.1 Participants

A sample of 119 dizygotic 8-year old twins from Quebec Newborn Twin Study included 63 females (28 with a twin-sister [Same Sex Female; SSF], 35 with a twin-brother [Opposite Sex Female; OSF]) and 56 males (20 with a twin-brother [Same Sex Male; SSM], 36 with a twin-sister [Opposite Sex Male; OSM]). For the same-sex groups (i.e., SSF and SSM), we included in our analyses only one member of each twin pair (chosen at random when both MR images were usable).
4.2.2 Image acquisition

MRI T1-weighted data of the whole head were obtained on a 1.5 Tesla system (Magnetom Vision, Siemens Electric, Erlangen, Germany) using TE = 10ms, TR = 22ms, flip angle = 30 degrees, 160 contiguous slices, matrix size = 224 x 256, 1mm x 1mm x 1mm voxels.

4.2.3 Landmarks and landmark-based variables

All 119 T1-weighted images were registered, using rigid transformation (3 translations, 3 rotations), to a T1-weighted image of one individual chosen at random. This ensured similar orientation of all images for the subsequent placement of craniofacial landmarks. Next, we placed 19 skull landmarks (Figure 1) on each of the 119 images using visualization software Register (http://www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/ServicesSoftware/HomePage). While T1-weighted MR images provide very good contrast between soft tissues, bone tissue can only be estimated as the black non-tissue space. We placed skull landmarks in those non-tissue spaces that enabled high precision in positioning (e.g. particular teeth, corners of the eye sockets, tip of the chin). This approach allowed us to capture craniofacial features that are independent of the amount of fat (or muscle) in the face. Next, we performed landmark-based registration (3 translations, 3 rotations, 3 scaling, 3 sheering) to remove possible differences in the overall craniofacial size. Finally, we extracted X, Y and Z coordinates of the 19 landmarks for each of the 119 individuals.
Figure 1: Skull landmarks (19) and their position:

1- Inside corner of the left eye socket;
2- Outside corner of the left eye socket;
3- Inside corner of the right eye socket;
4- Outside corner of the right socket;
5- Bridge of the nose;
6- Middle of the left mandibular sinus;
7- Middle of the right mandibular sinus;
8- Outside of the right mandibular sinus;
9- Outside of the left mandibular sinus;
10- Point around 2\textsuperscript{nd} vertebrae where lower teeth most visible;
11- Front of the lower teeth;
12- Left jaw (unerupted lower 3\textsuperscript{rd} molar)
13- Right jaw (unerupted lower 3\textsuperscript{rd} molar);
14- Front of the upper teeth
15- Left canine;
16- Right canine;
17- Left first molar;
18- Right first molar;
19- Tip of the chin bone.

Landmark coordinates were normalized to a range 0-1 and mean-centered before submitting them to Principal Component Analysis (PCA). In addition, 17 craniofacial distances (Table 1) were calculated as Euclidean distances between the normalized and mean-centered landmark coordinates. Statistical software JMP was used to test the effect of twin group on the principal components (PCs) and landmark distances.
Table 1: Skull landmark distances (17)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Landmark numbers</th>
<th>Landmark distance</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>left eye socket length</td>
<td>length of the left eye socket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>right eye socket length</td>
<td>length of the right eye socket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>inside eye corners distance</td>
<td>distance between the inside corners of eye sockets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-19</td>
<td>nose bridge to chin</td>
<td>distance between nose bridge and tip of chin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-11</td>
<td>nose bridge to lower front teeth</td>
<td>distance between nose bridge and front teeth of lower jaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-14</td>
<td>nose bridge to upper front teeth</td>
<td>distance between nose bridge and front teeth of upper jaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-11</td>
<td>chin to lower front-teeth</td>
<td>distance between tip of chin and front teeth of lower jaw (chin height)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-9</td>
<td>left maxillary sinus</td>
<td>size of the left maxillary sinus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-8</td>
<td>right maxillary sinus</td>
<td>size of the right maxillary sinus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-7</td>
<td>maxillary sinuses distance</td>
<td>distance between maxillary sinuses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-11</td>
<td>spine to lower front-teeth</td>
<td>distance between second vertebrae and front teeth of lower jaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-19</td>
<td>spine to chin</td>
<td>distance between second vertebrae and tip of chin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-13</td>
<td>left-third-molar to right-third-molar</td>
<td>distance between left and right unerupted lower third molars (wisdom teeth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-12</td>
<td>left-third-molar to chin</td>
<td>distance between tip of chin and unerupted lower left third molar (wisdom tooth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-13</td>
<td>right-third-molar to chin</td>
<td>distance between tip of chin and unerupted lower right third molar (wisdom tooth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-12</td>
<td>left-third-molar to lower front-teeth</td>
<td>distance between front teeth of lower jaw and unerupted lower left third molar (wisdom tooth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-13</td>
<td>right-third-molar to lower front-teeth</td>
<td>distance between front teeth of lower jaw and unerupted lower right third molar (wisdom tooth)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3 STUDY 1: RESULTS

4.3.1 Age

All participants were 8 years old (M=101.1 months, SD=1.03; range: 99.5 – 106.6 months) and their age did not vary as a function of twin group (F(3,115)=1.13, p=0.34).

4.3.2 Craniofacial features

The PCA identified 10 main PCs describing a total of 78% of variance in the craniofacial features. Four-way ANOVA was carried out to test for differences in PCs loadings across the four groups of twins (SSF, OSF, OSM, SSM). As reported in Table 2, only PC3 skull features showed a main effect of twin-group (F(3,115)=7.3, p=0.0002 uncorrected; p=0.002 corrected for 10 comparisons). Post-hoc analyses showed that SSF group had higher loadings of PC3 skull features than any other group (SSF vs. OSF: t(61)=3.01, p<0.0001, Cohen’s d=0.76; SSF vs. OSM: t(62)=4.35, p<0.0001, Cohen’s d=1.08; SSF vs. SSM: t(46)=2.56, p=0.01, Cohen’s d=0.77; Figure 2). There were no differences in PC3-loadings across the OSF, OSM, and SSM groups; in particular, OSF did not differ from either OSM (t(69)=1.51, p=0.14) or SSM (t(53)=0.03, p=0.99). Craniofacial features characteristic for positive values of PC3 are illustrated in Figure 3.
Table 2A: Principle components (PCs) explaining variance in craniofacial features and their means and standard deviations in the four twin groups (SSF, OSD, OSM, SSF*).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PCs and variance explained</th>
<th>SSF (n=28)</th>
<th>OSF (n=35)</th>
<th>OSM (n=36)**</th>
<th>SSM (n=20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>-0.62</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>-0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first 10 PCs could explain 78% of variance, the first 4 PCs could explain 51% of variance; PC1 – longer nose and prominent chin; PC2 – shorter nose, greater distances between inside corners of the eye sockets; PC3 – prominent chin, wide lower jaw, smaller eye sockets distance; PC4 – smaller distance between mandibular sinuses, greater distance between inside corners of the eye sockets.

*SSF = females with a same sex co-twin, OSF = females with opposite sex co-twin, OSM = males with opposite sex co-twin, SSM = males with same sex co-twin

** PC1-PC3 based on all 119 twins, PC4-PC10 based on 118 twins (1 outlier from OSM group excluded)
Table 2B: Results of four-way ANOVA exploring the effects of twin group (SSF, OSF, OSM, SSM) on craniofacial features (PCs).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PC</th>
<th>F(3,115)</th>
<th>Uncorrected p</th>
<th>Corrected p *</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.30</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* ns=not significant after correcting for 10 multiple comparisons
Figure 2: Effect of twin group on presence of PC3 features (SSF = females with female co-twin, OSF = females with male co-twin, OSM = males with female co-twin, SSM = males with male co-twin). SSF had more PC3 features than any other twin group and the effect size of all three comparisons was large.

Figure 3: Simulation of the PC3 craniofacial features. The first column of images represents craniofacial features characteristic for the mean values of PC3 further columns of images represent the positive range of PC3 values (0.5 up to 2 SD from the mean) that reflect craniofacial features characteristic for low exposure to prenatal testosterone. Please notice the increasing width and length of the jaw in the upper and lower row of the images, respectively.
Next, we determined which of the 17 craniofacial distances were related to PC3 features and which of them showed a SSF vs. OSF difference. Correlations between the 17 craniofacial distances and PC3 features identified the same eight PC3-related distances in both the whole sample of twins (Table 3) and the female twins only. We then evaluated differences between OSF and SSF and found that five of these eight PCs showed an effect of co-twin's sex (Table 4). Overall, SSF (vs. OSF) had smaller distance between the inside corners of eye sockets, larger distance between left and right third molars of the lower jaw, larger “left-third-molar to chin”, “left-third-molar to lower front-teeth”, and “right-third-molar to lower front-teeth” distance. This is consistent with the direction of a simple sex difference: females (vs. males) had also smaller distance between the inside corners of eye sockets \(t(116)=3.37, \, p=0.01, \, \text{Cohen’s } d=-0.63\), larger distance between left and right third molars of the lower jaw \(t(116)=-2.00, \, p=0.05, \, \text{Cohen’s } d=0.37\), and larger “left-third-molar to chin” \(t(116)=-2.75, \, p=0.007, \, \text{Cohen’s } d=0.5\), “left-third- molar to lower front-teeth” \(t(116)=-4.65, \, p<0.0001, \, \text{Cohen’s } d=0.86\), and “right-third-molar to lower front-teeth” \(t(116)=-3.88, \, p=0.0002, \, \text{Cohen’s } d=0.72\) distance.
Table 3: Correlations between the 17 skull landmark distances and PC3 features among all twins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PC</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>correlation</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>corrected p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>left-third-molar to lower front-teeth</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>left-third-molar to right-third-molar</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>left-third-molar to chin</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>maxillary sinuses distance</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>right-third-molar to lower front-teeth</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>Inside eye corners distance</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>right-third-molar to chin</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>spine_lower front-teeth</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>nose bridge to lower front-teeth</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>left maxillary sinus</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>3.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>right eye length</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>nose bridge to upper front-teeth</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>5.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>nose bridge to chin</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>7.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>chin to lower front-teeth</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>8.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>left eye length</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>12.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>spine to chin</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>14.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>right maxillary sinus</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>15.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4: Differences in PC3-related distances between females with female (SSF) and male (OSF) co-twin

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>OSF M</th>
<th>OSF SD</th>
<th>SSF M</th>
<th>SSF SD</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Cohen’s d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>left-third-molar to lower front-teeth</td>
<td>50.04</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>52.34</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>left-third-molar to right-third-molar</td>
<td>53.78</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>56.47</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxillary sinuses distance</td>
<td>41.85</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>-1.04</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right-third-molar to lower front-teeth</td>
<td>50.79</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>52.57</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>left-third-molar to chin</td>
<td>48.63</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>51.18</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spine to lower front-teeth</td>
<td>83.01</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>82.08</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>-1.29</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right-third-molar to chin</td>
<td>50.32</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>52.34</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inside eye corners distance</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>28.96</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>-3.08</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 STUDY 2: METHODS

In this experiment, we applied the model of PC3 features in an independent dataset of female adolescents and tested for the presence of a relationship between the PC3-related craniofacial features and prenatal androgens using brain size, a known correlate of prenatal androgens (Peper et al., 2009). We hypothesized that the presence of
PC3-related features, an indicator of an absence of prenatal androgens (for PC3: SSF > OSF) would predict smaller brain size.

4.4.1 Participants

A total of 462 female adolescents born as singletons (age range = 12 to 18 years; M=180.02 months, SD=22.61) were recruited in the context of Saguenay Youth Study (SYS), a community-based study of typically developing adolescents (Pausova et al, 2007).

4.4.2 MRI data acquisition

T1-weighted head MR images were acquired on a Philips 1T scanner (TR=25ms, TE=5ms, flip angle = 30°, 140-160 slices, resolution 1x1x1mm).

4.4.3 Brain size

Structure-wise volumes were estimated using a pipeline based on a modified version of the ANIMAL algorithm (Collins et al., 1995). The pipeline starts with the correction of intensity inhomogeneities due to radio frequency (RF) field uniformity (Sled et al., 1998) and slice-wise intensity normalization using the median of slice-wise intensity ratios (Zijdenbos et al., 2002). This is followed by linear and nonlinear registration (using the ANTs algorithm (Avants, et al., 2008)) to a template based on the nonlinear average of 808 MRIs (Grabner et al., 2006) acquired from the SYS adolescents. Finally, we used nonlinear
registration to project a brain mask (including cerebellum and brain stem) to native space of SYS adolescents to estimate brain size.

4.4.4 Craniofacial features and projection of facial signature

The process of deriving craniofacial features was accomplished as follows. First, we created a population-based average of all SYS head MR images and normalized each head MRI to this average using 12-parameter registration (3 translations, rotations, scales, and sheers). Next, we placed 19 landmarks (Figure 1; the same landmarks as used in Study 1) on this average image at anatomically defined locations of the skull. Then, we calculated non-linear transformation matrix necessary to register each individual’s T1-weighted image to the population-based average. Finally, the craniofacial landmarks were warped back to each participant’s head MRI using the inverse of the nonlinear transformation. This step provided a set of landmarks (and relevant euclidean distances; Table 1) for each participant’s skull.

Next, we transferred the model of twin PC3 to the SYS average head MRI as follows. First, we calculated the mean X, Y and Z coordinates for each of the 19 landmarks in the twin dataset (these coordinates were the output of the 12-parameter landmark-based registration and were therefore adjusted for head size) and registered them linearly (3 translations, 3 rotations) to the 19 landmarks on the SYS population-based average head MRI. Next, we multiplied these 19 skull coordinates by the PC3 weights and thus created a set of 19 PC3-
like coordinates. Finally, we calculated the difference between the individual skull features (19 skull coordinates for each SYS participant) and this model of PC3-like coordinates using the root mean square error (RMSE) formula. Individuals with smaller RMSE values, had more skull features of PC3, and had thus likely less exposure to prenatal androgens (PC3: SSF>OSF).

4.5 STUDY 2: RESULTS

Relationship between PC3 features (RMSE) and brain size was explored in a sample of 452 females (10/462 participants were excluded due to failing the image-processing pipeline for brain size). As predicted, linear regression showed a positive relationship between RMSE and brain size (t(451)=2.89, p=0.004; R^2=0.02).

In order to identify craniofacial distances with the strongest relationship with brain size, we examined six PC3-related distances that showed a difference between the SSF and OSF group. Three of these distances correlated with brain size and survived correction for 6 multiple comparisons: “right-third-molar to chin” (r=-0.29, p<0.0001), “left-third-molar to chin” (r=-0.24, p<0.0001), and “left-third-molar to lower front-teeth” (r=-0.14, p=0.002).

Finally, we calculated an average of the two symmetrical distances that showed relationship with brain size (“right-third-molar to chin” and “left-third-molar to chin”). Linear regression showed a negative relationship between the average of these distances and brain size.
(t(451)=−6.41, p<0.0001). This fine-tuned craniofacial signature of prenatal androgens explained 8% variance in brain size.

4.6 DISCUSSION

We used twin design and head MR images to study the possible effect of prenatal androgens on craniofacial features. Females with a female co-twin differed from all the other twin groups that were exposed to prenatal androgens (OSF, OSM, SSM) and the effect size was large (Cohen’s d ~ 0.8) in all three contrasts (SSF vs. OSF, SSF vs. OSM, SSF vs. SSM). Same-sex females had higher loadings of PC3 skull features, and thus shorter distance between the inside corners of the eye sockets, larger distance between left and right third molars of the lower jaw, and larger distance between the left third molar and lower front-teeth, right third molar and lower front-teeth, left third molar and tip of the chin, and right third molar and tip of the chin.

In order to verify the relationship between these craniofacial features and prenatal androgens, we used a large independent dataset of female adolescents (singleton) to explore the relationship between skull features and brain size, a known correlate of prenatal androgens (Peper et al., 2009). We confirmed our prediction, namely that PC3-related features would be negatively related to brain size: the set of PC3-related features could explain 2% variance in brain size, and the mean distance between the left third molar to the tip of chin and the right third molar to the tip of chin could explain 8% variance in brain size.
Sex differences in face shape appear already in the first year of life (Bulyina et al., 2006). It is possible that this sexual dimorphism in craniofacial development might be related to prenatal androgens. Male infants have a relatively larger and more globular frontal bone, smaller face, and a more flexed cranial base than female infants (Bulygina et al., 2006). While a comparison of these findings with our results from Study 1 is difficult due to the different sets of skull landmarks, we speculate that the larger frontal bone in male vs. female infants (Bulygina et al., 2006) might be consistent with the larger brain size (Peper et al., 2009) and greater distance between the inner corners of eye sockets, characteristic for females with a male vs. female co-twin (Study 1). Craniofacial features that showed an influence by prenatal androgens in our study also correspond to the embryonic development. Testes develop at 7-8 weeks of gestation (Tapp et al., 2011), which is a period characterized by mandibular and maxillary ossification, formation of deciduous tooth buds, and migration of eyes medially (Sperber et al., 2000).

In the twin study (Study 1), we found differences between the same-sex females and each of the other three twin groups, but no difference between the opposite-sex and same-sex males. This is consistent with the effect of co-twin’s sex on teeth size reported by Dempsey et al. (1999). It seems that the effect of prenatal androgens on the skull appears at certain level of prenatal androgens but does not follow a simple (linear) dose response. Females produce very little endogenous testosterone and therefore gestation with a male co-twin
has a relatively greater effect on females compared with males (Tapp et al., 2011).

The large effect of twin group on PC3 (Cohen’s $d = 0.76$ in SSF vs. OSF, 0.77 in SSF vs. SSM, and 1.08 in SSF vs. OSM) is consistent with van Anders et al.’s (2006) study about the effect of co-twin’s sex on digit ratio. The small (2%) effect of PC3-related features (RMSE) on brain size in females from Study 2 is consistent with Peper et al. (2009) who reported a small difference in brain size between same- vs. opposite-sex females (Cohen’s $d = 0.36$, which is $R^2=0.03$). The fine-tuned facial signature (i.e. mean of two distances: the “left-third-molar to tip of chin” and “right- third-molar to tip of chin”) explained 8% in brain size, suggesting that the facial signature – estimated in singletons - might have a comparable (or even greater) power as the twin design to study effects of prenatal androgens.

Overall, these findings suggest that prenatal androgens did leave their signature in the face and that this facial signature might be used, similarly to digit ratio, as an indirect index of exposure to prenatal androgens. Given the widespread availability of T1-weighted head MRIs, an MR-based facial signature might be easily accessible to many researchers interested in the effects of prenatal androgens.

Moreover, it is possible that facial signature might be a more accurate indicator of prenatal androgens than digit ratio. While sex differences in the levels of prenatal testosterone (measured directly) are large (Cohen’s $d=1.9$; Knickmeyer et al., 2005; Van de Beek et al.,
2004), sex differences in digit ratio are rather small (Cohen’s d = 0.2 in Manning et al., 2007 and 0.3 in Manning et al., 2004). Given the medium effect size of the sex differences in PC3 (Cohen’s d=0.56), the facial signature may provide a better - albeit still indirect - index of prenatal exposure to androgens. Moreover, predicting exposure to prenatal androgens from facial signature might be more straightforward than testing both left and right digit ratio and then choosing which one is able to show a relationship with prenatal androgens. The inconsistency of right vs. left digit ratio as an index of prenatal androgens was reviewed, for example, in McIntyre (2006). Reliability of digit ratio as an indirect index of prenatal androgens has been also questioned because several studies failed to support the presence of relationship between digit ratio and direct measures of prenatal androgens. Findings about the relationship between digit ratio and prenatal androgens (using dizygotic twin design [Van Anders & Verhorn 2006]; females with congenital adrenal hyperplasia vs. controls [Brown et al., 2002; Okten et al., 2002]; females with complete androgen insensitivity syndrome vs. controls [Berenbaum et al., 2009]), were not supported by Lutchmaya et al. (2004) who had access to direct measures of prenatal sex hormones from amniotic fluid but found no relationship between prenatal androgens and digit ratio, only a relationship between digit ratio and the ratio of foetal testosterone and foetal estrogen. Buck et al. (2003) who studied digit ratio in females with congenital adrenal hyperplasia and control. and had more than double sample size than either Brown et al (2002) or Oktern et al. (2002), reported no differences in digit ratio.
An animal study found a relationship between digit ratio and maternal corticosterone but not maternal testosterone, suggesting that digit ratio might reflect maternal stress rather than levels of prenatal androgens. Future research is needed to clarify the relationship between facial signature and prenatal androgens, for example by examining the MR-based facial signature in datasets with available amniotic fluid data (Lombardo, et al., 2012).

4.7 CONCLUSION

We used a cohort of 8-year old dizygotic twins to study the relationship between prenatal androgens and craniofacial shape. Head MR images enabled us to describe variability in skull features among these twins. Females with a female co-twin showed skull features that distinguished them from all other twin groups exposed to at least some levels of prenatal androgens. In order to verify the existence of the relationship between prenatal androgens and skull features, we studied relationship of this facial signature with brain size, a known correlate of prenatal androgens, in a large independent sample of female adolescents born as singletons. Facial signature predicted 2% and the mean distance between chin and sides of the jaw predicted 8% variability in brain size. We conclude that this signature of prenatal androgens in the face might be used in future studies as an alternative to digit ratio to study the role of prenatal androgens on brain and disease risk.
Next chapter will focus on postnatal sex hormones and study their influence on brain response to faces and eye-movements scanning the face.
CHAPTER 5

Hormonal contraceptives, menstrual cycle and brain response to faces

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Robust sex differences exist in face perception. A meta-analysis exploring sex differences in the development of facial-emotion recognition showed that the origins of this female advantage might be present already in the first year of life (McClure, 2000). Both behavioral and neuroimaging studies agree that the recognition of facial emotions and the related neural architecture continue to develop throughout childhood and adolescence (Herba & Philips, 2004), and that the peak in emotion recognition is reached in young adulthood (Sullivan et al., 2007). While the presence of sex differences in emotion recognition in the first year of life suggests a possible role of genes and/or prenatal exposure to androgens, it seems that postnatal sex hormones might play a role in face perception as well (e.g. Derntl et al., 2008). Sex differences in face perception and emotion recognition vary in their magnitude. Women outperform men in face detection, the very first stage of face perception (Cohen’s d=0.91; McBain et al., 2009). Women also outperform men in accuracy and speed of recognizing emotions in faces (Cohen’s d=0.3-0.4; Hall & Matsumoto, 2004; Hampson et al.,
including situations when emotions are displayed at lower intensities (Montagne et al., 2005). This female advantage in emotion recognition was predicted by both dwell time and number of fixations to the eyes when scanning the face (Hall et al. 2010).

Sex differences in neuroimaging findings parallel these behavioral differences in face perception. Schulte-Rüther et al. (2008) reported that during perception of emotional faces, women (vs. men) had higher blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) response in face processing regions, such as the right superior temporal sulcus (STS). A large study of typically developing adolescents (518 males, 592 females) found that females watching emotionally ambiguous faces had a stronger BOLD response than males in a number of cortical regions, including the fusiform face area (Tahmasebi et al., 2012), a region selectively involved in the perception of faces (Kanwisher et al., 1997). As mentioned above, sex hormones might, in part, explain the presence of the above sex differences. As estrogen enhances performance on sexually dimorphic tasks that favor women (e.g. verbal memory) and impairs performance on tasks that favor men (Sandres et al., 2002; Hampson, & Kimura, 1988), estrogen might also modulate face perception. Only a handful of studies have investigated this topic. Miyahira et al. (2000) found that sex differences in exploratory eye movements emerge alongside hormonal changes following puberty and disappear following menopause, thus suggesting that some (general)
aspects of visual information processing might be regulated by sex hormones.

In this study we wanted to explore whether variations in sex hormones influence brain response to faces. Menstrual cycle and the use of oral contraception (OC) provide an opportunity to study such effects given the fluctuations in sex hormones associated with both. Since estrogen and progesterone levels are higher during mid-cycle than menstruation, we hypothesized that women would have higher BOLD response to faces in the face processing network in general, and in the FFA in particular, during mid-cycle. We also predicted that women taking OC, and therefore having higher levels of estrogen and progesterone due to exogenous hormones, would have higher BOLD response to faces compared with freely cycling women. In addition, we also explored whether the duration of OC use modulates the FFA response in a dose-related manner.

We replicate these findings in a sample of adolescent females, thus exploring whether the effects of OC on FFA BOLD response can be detected as early as adolescence. Given the expected dose effect of OC use-duration, we predicted that the effect of OC on BOLD response in FFA would be most likely smaller in adolescents compared with adult women. Finally, we tested whether such effects of sex hormones on brain response to faces might be reflected in the pattern of eye movements scanning the face. Therefore, we conducted an eye-tracking study using the same face stimuli in another sample of women;
we predicted that women using OC might show longer fixations to the eye region.

5.2 METHODS AND MATERIALS

5.2.1 Experiment I: functional MRI in young women

5.2.1.1 Participants

Twenty healthy women between 18 and 29 years of age were recruited at the University of Nottingham (UK): 10 freely cycling and 10 taking OC. The three types of OC used (Ovranette, Microgynon, Femodene) had the same amount of Ethinyl Estradiol (30 µg) and slightly different amounts of progestin (150 µg of Levonogestrel in Ovranette and Microgynon and 75 µg of Gestogene in Femodene). Duration of OC varied between 3 and 53 months (M=20.56 months, SD=16.89). There was no significant difference between the age of freely cycling women (M=20.44 years, SD=2.69) and women taking OC (M=22.0 years, SD=3.26; t_{18}=1.12; p=0.28). Participants’ consent was obtained according to the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the Ethics Committee of the Medical School at the University of Nottingham.

5.2.1.2 Design

In order to schedule the MR visits, each participant filled a brief questionnaire about their menstrual cycle (average length of cycle, average length of menstruation, date of last menstruation, brand and
duration of OC use), and tracked basal body temperature for one menstrual cycle prior to scanning. This information was taken into account when scheduling the subsequent visits. Basal body temperature was measured orally right after awakening so that the ~approximate 0.5°C increase in temperature just prior mid-cycle could be detected. All 20 participants provided a blood sample and took part in a structural MRI session four times: (1) menstruation (day 5±2 days); (2) follicular phase (day 11±2 days); (3) mid-cycle (day 15±2 days); and (4) late luteal phase (day 28±2 days). The structural MRI session included T1-weighted images (T1W), magnetic transfer ratio (MTR), and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). In addition, fMRI data were collected twice: at menstruation and mid-cycle. Phases of the menstrual cycle were counterbalanced across the two visits. At the first visit, six women from each group (pill, no pill) were scanned during menstruation and four women from each group were scanned during mid-cycle (and vice versa at the second visit).

5.2.1.3 Sex hormones

Blood samples were collected between 9 am and 10:30 am and serum was analyzed at clinical haematology laboratory at the Queen’s Medical Centre, Nottingham, UK. Levels of 17-beta oestradiol were obtained via the ADVIA Centaur Estradiol assay (Siemens) and levels of progesterone via ADVIA Centaur Progesterone assay (Siemens). Both immunoassays used direct chemiluminescent technology and the ADVIA Centaur System (Siemens).
The ADVIA Centaur estradiol assay is a competitive immunoassay method employing a sheep anti-E2 monoclonal antibody labeled with acridium ester. Functional sensitivity is 0.019 ng/ml and specificity is high. Cross reactivity with estradiol derivatives, estriol, estrone, testosterone, and testosterone derivatives was less than 0.5 %. Cross reactivity with ethinyl estradiol was 0.037%. Analytical measurement range was 0.0118-3 ng/ml.

The ADVIA Centaur progesterone assay employs acridinium ester-labeled mouse monoclonal anti-progesterone antibody in the Little Reagent. Sensitivity of the ADVIA Centaur Progesterone assay was 0.21 ng/ml and the specificity was high. Cross-reactivity was 0.95% for corticosterone, 0.46% for pregnenolone, 0.31% for 17-alpha-hydroxyprogesterone, 0.08% for 11-deoxycorticosterone and was not detectable for cortisol, testosterone, aldosterone, androstenediol, 11-deoxycortisol, danazol, prednisolone, 17-beta-estradiol, estrone, estriol, clomiphene, and bromocryptine. Analytical measuring range was 0.21 ng/ml to 60 ng/ml.

5.2.1.4 Magnetic resonance imaging: acquisition

Scanning was carried out on a 1.5T Philips scanner. We acquired T1-weighted 1-mm isotropic images and blood oxygenated leveldependent (BOLD) T2*-weighted gradient-echo, echo-planar images (EPI; matrix size 64x64, TE=50 ms, TR=3,000 ms, 180 volumes, voxel size 4x4x4 mm³). Each EPI image covered the whole brain and consisted of 32 axial slices.
5.2.1.5 Functional paradigm: the face task

Participants passively viewed black–and-white videoclips of faces with ambiguous (e.g. twitching their nose, blinking their eyes, opening their mouth) and angry expressions (Grosbras, & Paus, 2006). In both videoclips the gaze of the actor is direct and forward. This paradigm is identical to the one used in the Tahmasebi et al. (2012) study of typically developing adolescents. Each condition/block lasted for 18 s and included 7-8 videoclips of faces with either ambiguous or angry expression. Non-biological motion (moving circles) was used as a control condition. Henceforth, the term “angry condition” refers to the “angry-control” contrast and the term “ambiguous condition” refers to the “ambiguous-control” contrast.

5.2.1.6 Functional MR images: preprocessing and analysis

All brain imaging data were processed with FMRI Expert Analysis Tool (FEAT), FSL version 4.1. (FMRIB Software Library, www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). Pre-processing consisted of motion correction using MCFLIRT, spatial smoothing using Gaussian kernel of FWHM 8mm, and high-pass filter of 100. Functional MR images were registered to each participant’s T1-weighted images that were, in turn, registered to the standard space (152-MNI brain, 2mm) using non-linear registration.

Outcomes of nonlinear registration and MCFLIRT motion-correction were checked. Imaging data affected by translations larger
than 2 mm and rotations larger than 2 degrees (0.035 rad) were flagged; this was the case for two women in each group (one session each). For these two images, a confounder variable identifying volumes of no interest was created by fslMotionOutliers (FSL 4.1.1), added to the design of first level analysis, and new outputs of first level analysis for these two subjects were created.

Functional data were analyzed using a 2 (pill: yes, no) by 2 (phase: menstruation, mid-cycle) analysis of variance (ANOVA). Cluster-based thresholding was used to correct for multiple comparisons: First, images were thresholded voxelwise at \( z=1.7 \). Second, random field theory was applied to identify clusters that are big enough for the \( z=1.7 \) to ensure an overall (family-wise) \( p<0.05 \). The minimal cluster size of the group analysis output (resampled to 2x2x2 mm) for this \( p \)-threshold was 252 voxels.

In order to explore the effect of OC duration on mean BOLD response in FFA, the voxelwise approach was complemented by a region-of-interest analysis focusing on the FFA. Similar to Tahmasebi et al. (2012), masks for right and left FFA were created separately for ambiguous and angry condition in the following way: First, we created thresholded images of \( z \)-statistics \( (z>2.3) \) for the following four groups: (1) OC during menstruation; (2) OC during mid-cycle; (3) freely cycling during menstruation; and (4) freely cycling during mid-cycle. Second, an intersection with Tahmasebi et al.’s (2012) FFA mask was created for each of these four images. Third, a union of these four intersections
was created. This was repeated separately for the ambiguous and angry contrasts, respectively (Figure 1A). Mean BOLD response in these unionized masks was calculated by Featquery (FSL 4.1.1) and its relationship with OC duration was assessed.

Figure 1A: Experiment I – Unionized FFA masks created for angry (red) and ambiguous (yellow) condition. (Their intersection is in orange.)

Figure 1B: Experiment II – Unionized FFA masks created for angry (red) and ambiguous (yellow) condition. (Their intersection is in orange.)

5.2.2 Experiment II: functional MRI in adolescent girls

5.2.2.1 Participants

A total of 110 adolescent girls were recruited in the context of a European multi-site study Imagen (Schumann et al., 2010). All girls were between 13.5 and 15.5 years of age and post-menarcheal (94 in Tanner stage 4, 16 in Tanner stage 5). Local ethics boards approved
the study protocol; the parents and adolescents provided written informed consent and assent, respectively. While the whole Imagen study contains data for 2,117 adolescents (1041 females), only 55 female adolescents were taking OC. We matched these 55 adolescent girls taking OC with 55 freely cycling adolescent girls by age (in months), Tanner pubertal stage, and the acquisition site. Information about the type of OC and the length of use was not collected. Possible group differences in personality traits were assessed with NEO-FFI (Costa & McCrae, 1989).

5.2.2.2 Magnetic resonance imaging: acquisition & task

Scanning was carried out on 3T scanners from four different manufacturers (Siemens at 4 sites, Philips at 2 sites, General Electric and Bruker at 1 site, respectively). This report utilizes T1-weighted images (TE=2.8ms, TR=2300ms, voxel size 1x1x1mm³) and blood oxygenated level-dependent (BOLD) T2*-weighted gradient-echo, echo-planar images (EPI; matrix size 64x64, TE=30ms, TR=2200ms, 160 volumes, voxel size 3.4x3.4x3.4 mm³). Participants viewed the same stimuli as in Experiment I, namely the black–and-white videoclips of faces with ambiguous and angry expressions (Grosbras, & Paus, 2006).

5.2.2.3 Functional paradigm: preprocessing and analysis

Preprocessing steps were identical to those of Experiment I, with the exception that spatial smoothing used Gaussian kernel of FWHM 7mm (in accordance with the voxel size of the raw images). No imaging
data were affected by head motion larger than 2 mm (translations larger than 2 mm and/or rotations larger than 2 degrees (0.035rad)).

Voxelwise analysis used an unpaired t-test design to explore the effect of pill on BOLD response to faces. Similarly to Experiment I, the correction for multiple comparisons was done using cluster-based thresholding: First, voxelwise images were thresholded at $z=1.7$, and second, random field theory was applied to identify clusters that are big enough for the $z=1.7$ to ensure an overall (family-wise) $p<0.05$.

A region-of-interest analysis focused on the FFA. As described above (Experiment I), masks for right and left FFA were created separately for ambiguous and angry condition in the following way: First, we created thresholded images of $z$-statistics ($z>2.3$) for the following two groups: (1) OC and (2) freely cycling girls ($n=55$ for each group). Second, an intersection with Tahmasebi et al.'s (2012) FFA mask was created for each of these two images. Third, a union of these two intersections was created. This was repeated separately for the ambiguous and angry contrasts, respectively (Figure 1B). Mean BOLD response in these unionized masks was calculated by Featquery (FSL 4.1.1).

5.3 RESULTS

5.3.1 Experiment I: functional MRI in young women

Information about the length of menstrual cycle and length of menses for both pill and no pill group are provided in Table 1A.
Table 1A: Length of menstrual cycle and length of menses in pill and no pill group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Freely Cycling</th>
<th>Pill</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length of menstrual cycle (days)</td>
<td>M=26.9, SD=2.46</td>
<td>M=28, SD=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of menses (days)</td>
<td>M=5.35, SD=1.11</td>
<td>M=4.65, SD=1.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1B: Levels of estrogen and progesterone (means and standard deviations) during menstruation and mid-cycle in women from the pill and no pill group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Freely cycling, Menstruation</th>
<th>Freely cycling, Mid-cycle</th>
<th>Pill, Menstruation</th>
<th>Pill, Mid-cycle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estradiol (pmol/L)</td>
<td>M=144.67, SD=65.23</td>
<td>M=597.68, SD=479.32</td>
<td>M=120.71, SD=96.32</td>
<td>M=88.63, SD=42.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progesterone (nmol/L)</td>
<td>M=3.87, SD=1.23</td>
<td>M=12.04, SD=12.43</td>
<td>M=2.95, SD=1.07</td>
<td>M=2.63, SD=1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.1.1 Sex hormones

Levels of estrogen and progesterone (means and standard deviations) during menstruation and mid-cycle in women from the pill and non-pill group are provided in Table 1. For estradiol, a two-way repeated measures ANOVA showed main effects of Pill ($F_{(1,18)}=11.59$, $p<0.01$, Cohen’s $d=-0.9$) and Phase ($F_{(1,18)}=7.23$, $p=0.01$, Cohen’s $d=-0.68$), and a Pill*Phase interaction ($F_{(1,18)}=9.6$, $p<0.01$). Student-t post-hoc analyses showed that estradiol levels were higher in freely cycling women during mid-cycle compared with menstruation ($t=4.09$, $p<0.002$), higher in freely cycling women than in OC women during mid-cycle ($t=-
4.6, $p<0.001$) but not during menstruation ($t=-0.22$, $p=0.83$). For progesterone, a two-way repeated measures ANOVA showed main effect of Pill ($F_{(1,18)}=6.74$, $p=0.01$, Cohen’s $d=-0.7$) and a Pill*Phase interaction ($F_{(1,18)}=4.55$, $p=0.04$). Student-t post-hoc analyses showed that progesterone levels were higher in freely cycling women during mid-cycle compared with menstruation ($t=2.9$, $p=0.01$), higher in freely cycling than in OC women during mid-cycle ($t=-3.34$, $p<0.01$), but not during menstruation ($t=-0.33$; $p=0.75$).

### 5.3.1.2 Functional MRI: voxelwise analysis

A two-way ANOVA showed significant main effects of Pill, Phase, and an interaction between the Pill and Phase (Table 2 and Figure 2A & B). In the pill group (vs. no pill group), we observed a stronger BOLD response in the right FFA to both ambiguous and angry faces. When watching angry faces, a stronger BOLD response in right FFA was also observed in the mid-cycle (vs. menstruation) phase.

**Table 2A:** Voxelwise approach - Main effect of Contraceptive Pill: pill (+) vs. no pill (-) in ambiguous face condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Hemisphere</th>
<th>Lobe</th>
<th>Voxels</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>z value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>FFA</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Occipital</td>
<td>6024</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>-54</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>8.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Middle Temporal</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>Temporal</td>
<td>9125</td>
<td>-50</td>
<td>-44</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Paracentral Lobule</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Frontal</td>
<td>3817</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>-4.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2B: Voxelwise approach - Main effect of Contraceptive Pill: pill (+) vs. no pill (-) in angry face condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Hemisphere</th>
<th>Lobe</th>
<th>Voxels</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>Z value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>FFA</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Occipital</td>
<td>12091</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>-54</td>
<td>-22</td>
<td>7.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2C: Voxelwise approach - Main effect of Phase: mid-cycle (+) vs. menstruation (-) in ambiguous face condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Hemisphere</th>
<th>Lobe</th>
<th>Voxels</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>Z value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>STS</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Temporal</td>
<td>4087</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>-48</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IFG</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>Frontal</td>
<td>6100</td>
<td>-50</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IFG</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Frontal</td>
<td>3201</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ling.</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Occipital</td>
<td>9613</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-86</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>-5.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2D: Voxelwise approach - Main effect of Phase: mid-cycle (+) vs. menstruation (-) in angry face condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Hemisphere</th>
<th>Lobe</th>
<th>Voxels</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>Z value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>FFA</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Occipital</td>
<td>6093</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>-62</td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>6.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IFG</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>Frontal</td>
<td>2816</td>
<td>-50</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>Temporal</td>
<td>3331</td>
<td>-58</td>
<td>-58</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2E: Voxelwise approach – Pill by Phase interaction (no pill mid-cycle and pill menstruation > pill mid-cycle and no pill menstruation) in ambiguous face condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Hemisphere</th>
<th>Lobe</th>
<th>Voxels</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>Z value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Middle Occipital</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>Occipital</td>
<td>8419</td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>-92</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Middle Frontal</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>Frontal</td>
<td>4013</td>
<td>-36</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2F: Voxelwise approach – Pill by Phase interaction (no pill mid-cycle and pill menstruation > pill mid-cycle and no pill menstruation) in angry face condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Hemisphere</th>
<th>Lobe</th>
<th>Voxels</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>z value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Middle Occipital</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>Occipital</td>
<td>11893</td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>-90</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.1.3 Functional MRI: ROI analysis of the FFA response

A two-way repeated measures ANOVA showed significant effect of Pill use on the mean BOLD response in the right FFA (Figure 3A, Table 3A and B). There was no effect of Phase and no interaction between the Pill and Phase in the left nor right FFA. Mean BOLD response in the right FFA was higher in the pill group (vs. no pill group) in both ambiguous ($F_{(1,18)}=5.18$, $p=0.03$, Cohen’s $d=0.69$) and angry condition ($F_{(1,18)}=4.51$, $p=0.04$, Cohen’s $d=0.66$). Mean BOLD response in the left FFA did not show any significant differences between the pill and no pill group in the ambiguous ($F_{(1,18)}=1.58$, $p=0.22$) nor angry condition ($F_{(1,18)}=0.79$, $p=0.38$). These results are consistent with those of the voxelwise analyses reported above.
Figure 2A: Effect of oral contraception (pill vs. freely cycling). The left image shows the effect of pill during ambiguous face condition, the right image shows the effect of pill during angry face condition.

Figure 2B: Effect of phase (mid-cycle vs. menstruation). The left image shows the effect of phase during ambiguous face condition, the right image shows the effect of phase during angry face condition.

Figure 2C: Effect of pill duration on mean BOLD response. The left image shows the effect of pill duration on left FFA during ambiguous condition, the right image shows the effect of pill duration on left FFA during angry condition. Each women is represented by a number. Data obtained in menstruation and mid-cycle phase are represented by squares and circles respectively.
### Table 3A: Experiment I, ROI approach – Effect of pill and cycle phase on mean BOLD response in FFA (mean and SD).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Freely, Mid-cycle</th>
<th>Freely, Menstruation</th>
<th>Pill, Mid-cycle</th>
<th>Pill, Menstruation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Right FFA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguous</td>
<td>M=0.22, SD=0.28</td>
<td>M=0.03, SD=0.41</td>
<td>M=0.43, SD=0.22</td>
<td>M=0.25, SD=0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry</td>
<td>M=0.23, SD=0.31</td>
<td>M=0.02, SD=0.52</td>
<td>M=0.47, SD=0.13</td>
<td>M=0.27, SD=0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguous</td>
<td>M=0.11, SD=0.32</td>
<td>M=0.23, SD=0.22</td>
<td>M=0.27, SD=0.24</td>
<td>M=0.29, SD=0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry</td>
<td>M=0.15, SD=0.49</td>
<td>M=0.18, SD=0.27</td>
<td>M=0.37, SD=0.19</td>
<td>M=0.15, SD=0.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3B: Experiment I, ROI approach - Effect of contraceptive pill (pill vs. no pill) on mean BOLD response in FFA, as assessed with 2-way repeated measures ANOVA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mask</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Right FFA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguous</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left FFA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguous</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3C: Experiment I, ROI approach – Results of 2-way repeated measures ANOVA exploring the effect of OC Duration, Phase, and their interaction on FFA BOLD. Here we are reporting the F and R² values for the effect of OC Duration on mean BOLD response.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mask</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>F (corrected for age)</th>
<th>p (corrected for age)</th>
<th>R² (corrected for age)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Right FFA</td>
<td>Ambiguous</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right FFA</td>
<td>Angry</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left FFA</td>
<td>Ambiguous</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left FFA</td>
<td>Angry</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A 3-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to assess the effect of Pill, Cycle, and Condition on BOLD response in the right FFA; it confirmed the significant effect of Pill (F=4.23, p=0.05) and Phase (F=5.06, p=0.04) and showed no effect of Condition (F=0.11, p=0.75) or any condition-related interaction (Pill*Condition: F=0.14, p=0.71; Phase*Condition: F=0.12, p=0.73; Pill*Phase*Condition: F=0.006, p=0.94). A 3-way repeated-measures ANOVA assessing the effects of Pill, Phase, and Condition on BOLD response in the left FFA showed a Phase*Condition interaction (F=5.35, p=0.03) and, as expected, no effect of Pill (F=0.91, p=0.35), Phase (F=0.02, p=0.89), Condition (F=0.12, p=0.73), or any other condition-related interaction (Pill*Condition: F=0.01, p=0.92; Pill*Phase*Condition: F=1.21, p=0.29).
5.3.1.4 Functional MRI: ROI analysis of the amygdala response

Even though the voxelwise results showed no effect of Pill, Phase, or Pill*Phase interaction on BOLD response in amygdala, we have conducted an ROI analysis of the amygdala response upon reviewer’s suggestion and we report these results in Appendix 8 now.

5.3.1.5 Sex hormones and FFA BOLD response

We also explored effects of estrogen and progesterone on BOLD response in the right FFA using a three-way repeated-measures ANOVA, which examined the effect of Estrogen (log transformed values), Pill and Phase on BOLD response in right FFA. This analysis revealed a significant three-way interaction in both the ambiguous (F=23.79, p<0.0001) and angry condition (F=12.79, p=0.001). We explored this interaction using two-way ANOVA examining the effects of Pill and Estrogen separately for menstruation and mid-cycle. No significant effects were found in mid-cycle. During menstruation, the interaction between Estrogen and Pill was significant (Ambiguous: F=18.69, p=0.0005; Angry: F=1.49, p=0.01): the BOLD response increased as a function of estrogen in freely cycling women (Ambiguous: t(9)=2.8, p=0.02; Angry: t(9)=2.24, p=0.06) but decreased as a function of estrogen in OC women (Ambiguous: t(9)=-3.28, p=0.005; Angry: t(9)=-0.89, p=0.4). No significant effects of progesterone were observed.
5.3.1.6 Duration of OC Use

One woman from the pill group (n=10) had to be excluded from this analysis because of missing information about OC use-duration.

As shown in Table 3C, mean BOLD response in the left FFA increased as a function of OC duration in both the ambiguous ($F_{(1,14)}=6.2$, $p=0.03$, $R^2=0.29$) and angry condition ($F_{(1,14)}=5.1$, $p=0.04$, $R^2=0.22$; Figure 2C). While mean BOLD response in the right FFA was also increasing as a function of OC duration during the angry condition ($F_{(1,14)}=5.7$, $p=0.03$, $R^2=0.13$), no effect was found in the ambiguous condition ($F_{(1,14)}=2.48$, $p=0.14$). Note, however, that these results did not survive correction for multiple (four) comparisons.

Given a negative trend between Pill Duration and Age ($r=-0.44$, $p=0.07$), we also checked possible effects of Age on the FFA response to faces; none were significant.

5.3.2 Experiment II: functional MRI in adolescent girls

5.3.2.1 Functional MRI: voxelwise analysis

The pill vs. freely cycling contrast showed one significant cluster in the right caudate region ($z=3.71$; $x=12$, $y=2$, $z=16$) in the angry condition and no significant clusters in the ambiguous condition. The freely vs. pill contrast showed one significant cluster in the right thalamus region ($z=3.87$; $x=6$, $y=-12$, $z=14$) in the angry condition and no significant clusters in the ambiguous condition.
5.3.2.2 Functional MRI: ROI analysis of the FFA response

Mean BOLD response in the left FFA was higher in the Pill group (vs. No Pill group) during the ambiguous condition ($t_{(108)}=2.57$, $p=0.012$, Cohen’s $d=0.49$) and remained significant after correcting for multiple comparisons. Mean BOLD response in the left FFA during angry condition and right FFA during both ambiguous and angry condition did not show any significant difference when comparing adolescent girls in the pill vs. no pill group (left FFA angry: $t_{(108)}=1.05$, $p=0.3$; right FFA ambiguous: $t_{(108)}=1.46$, $p=0.15$; right FFA angry: $t_{(108)}=0.41$, $p=0.68$). These results are illustrated in Figure 3B.

A 2-way repeated-measures ANOVA examining the effect of Pill, Condition, and Pill*Condition interaction on BOLD response in the left FFA confirmed the main effect of Pill ($F=4.0$, $p=0.048$), and showed no effect of Condition ($F=0.88$, $p=0.35$) or Pill*Condition interaction ($F=1.59$, $p=0.21$). A 2-way repeated-measures ANOVA examining the effect of Pill, Condition, and their interaction on BOLD response in the right FFA showed no significant results (Pill: $F=0.97$, $p=0.33$; Condition: $F=0.001$, $p=0.98$; Pill*Condition: $F=0.85$, $p=0.36$). Adding Laterality to the whole model and testing it with a 3-way ANOVA confirmed the effect of Pill ($F=7.33$, $p=0.007$) and showed no effect of Laterality ($F=2.5$, $p=0.11$), Condition ($F=0.13$, $p=0.72$), or any related interaction (Pill*Laterality: $F=0.7$, $p=0.4$; Pill*Condition: $F=0.17$, $p=0.68$, Pill*Laterality*Condition: $F=0.04$, $p=0.84$) on the mean BOLD response in FFA.
Figure 3A: Experiment I – Effect of pill and cycle phase on BOLD response in FFA in young women

Figure 3B: Experiment II – Effect of pill on BOLD response in FFA in adolescent females
5.3.2.3 Functional MRI: ROI analysis of the amygdala response

Upon reviewer’s suggestion we have conducted ROI analysis of the amygdala response also in Experiment II and we report these results in Appendix 8 now.

5.3.2.4 Personality: NEO-FFI

No significant differences were found in the personality profiles of OC vs. freely cycling adolescent girls: neuroticism (OC: M=23.51, SD=8.00; freely cycling: M=25.25, SD=6.84; t\(_{(108)}\)=−1.23, p=0.22), extraversion (OC: M=30.311, SD=5.27; freely cycling: M=28.96, SD=5.58; t\(_{(108)}\)=1.3, p=0.2), openness (OC: M=25.58, SD=5.48; freely cycling: M=27.16, SD=5.63; t\(_{(108)}\)=−1.49, p=0.14), agreeableness (OC: M=29.29, SD=5.88; freely cycling: M=29.4, SD=4.79; t\(_{(108)}\)=−0.11, p=0.92), and conscientiousness ((OC: M=28.38, SD=7.03; freely cycling: M=28, SD=6.96; t\(_{(108)}\)=0.29, p=0.78).

5.4 EXPERIMENT III: SCANNING EYE MOVEMENTS

5.4.1 Methods and materials

In order to assess whether the above group differences in the FFA response to faces might be explained by a different pattern of eye movements while scanning the face, we conducted a behavioral eye-tracking study in another sample of women. Morris et al. (2007) experimentally manipulated scanpath during face viewing and showed
that atypical scanpaths (i.e. less fixations to the eye region) are associated with lower BOLD response in the FFA.

5.4.1.1 Participants

Twenty healthy women between the ages 18 and 29 years \((M=24.5 \text{ years, } SD=3.07)\) were recruited from the Baycrest volunteer database and Toronto area: 10 freely cycling and 10 taking OC. Participants’ consent was obtained according to the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the Ethics Committee at Baycrest. The five types of OC used (Alesse, Cyclen, Diane, Marvelon, Yasmine) have 20–35 µg of Ethinyl Estradiol and different progestin substances (200 µg of Cyprosterone in Diane, 150 µg of Desogestrel in Marvelon, 300 µg of Drospirenone in Yasmine, 100 µg of Levonogestrel in Alesse, 250 µg of Norgestimate in Cyclen). Duration of OC ranged from 3 to 180 months \((M=47.9 \text{ months, } SD=56.25)\). There was no significant relationship between OC duration and age \((r=0.35, p=0.33)\).

Participants were tested during the 2\(^{nd}\), 3\(^{rd}\), or 4\(^{th}\) day after the end of their period. This timing was chosen to maximize the difference in estrogen levels between the pill and freely cycling women; while women taking OC were already receiving artificial estrogens, freely cycling women had still very low levels of endogenous estrogens.

5.4.1.2 Procedure

An eye-tracking system (EyeLink II) was used to record eye movements of the participants while they were watching the angry and
ambiguous face videoclips used in Experiment I. Participants were sitting 91 cm from the monitor and were viewing 8-cm long faces under a visual angle of 5 degrees; this corresponds to the angular size employed in Experiment I. Chin rest was used to minimize head movements. The eye-tracker was calibrated before each 18-s block of videoclips.

5.4.2 Results

A mixed model exploring the effects of OC use (OC, freely cycling), Type of Face (ambiguous, angry), and Face Area viewed (interest areas: eyes, nose and mouth) on dwell time explained 53% of variability in the data (Adj $R^2=0.53$) and showed main effects of Face Type ($F_{(1,18)}=90.93, p<0.0001$), Interest Area ($F_{(2,36)}=29.76, p<0.0001$), and an interaction between the two ($F_{(2,36)}=42.28, p<0.0001$); the dwell times were longer while viewing ambiguous (vs. angry) faces and when looking at the eyes (vs. nose vs. mouth), with the latter effect more pronounced while viewing ambiguous faces. There was no main effect of Pill ($F_{(1,18)}=0.79, p=0.39$) or any pill-related interactions (Pill*Face Type: $F_{(2,18)}=0.02, p=0.88$; Pill*Interest area: $F_{(2,36)}=3.1, p=0.06$; and Pill*Face Type*Interest Area: $F_{(2,36)}=1.14, p=0.33$).

5.5 DISCUSSION

Results of the voxelwise analysis showed that women taking OC compared with freely cycling women, as well as women during mid-cycle compared with menstruating women, had stronger BOLD
response to faces in the right FFA, and several other brain regions (e.g. IFG, STS, middle temporal gyrus). This finding is consistent with those of Dietrich et al. (2001) who scanned women performing a verbal task and mental rotation tasks at different phases of menstrual cycle and showed that female sex hormones had a profound effect on the magnitude, but not lateralization or localization, of brain responses associated with these tasks. The fact that these pill/phase-related effects reported in our study were most pronounced in the right FFA is also consistent with our previous observation, made in a large group of adolescents using the same face paradigm, of the largest sex difference in the brain response to faces (female > male) being present the right FFA (Tahmasebi et al., 2012).

Focusing on the FFA, we also found that the mean BOLD response in this cortical region increased as a function of OC use duration; women who used OC longer had a stronger BOLD response in the left FFA while viewing both ambiguous and angry faces, and in the right FFA while viewing angry faces. Even though these effects of OC duration did not survive correction for multiple comparisons, they are suggestive of a dose-response relationship between the OC use and the brain response to faces.

As expected, plasma levels of estradiol were significantly higher in the freely cycling women compared with women taking OC (but note the high inter-individual variations in hormone levels). It should be noted, however, that this observation concerns endogenous sex hormones
only (see below) and, as such, can be potentially misleading with regards to the interpretation of our findings. Standard assays are designed to measure these naturally occurring (endogenous) forms of estradiol. Contraceptive steroids, however, show only a limited cross-reactivity with the antiserum used in the standard assays (Hampson, & Young, 2007). Therefore blood samples processed with the standard assays do not reflect the overall levels of female sex-steroids (Hampson, & Young, 2007). But artificial sex steroids (ethinyl estradiol) contained in OC are biologically active: “ethinyl estradiol binds to the estrogen receptor complex and enters the nucleus activating DNA transcription of genes involved in estrogenic cellular responses” (Medical Dictionary, 2011). Oral contraception provides constant levels of estrogen and progestin in the blood and thus suppresses the pulsatile release of FSH and LH from the anterior pituitary; during the pill-active phase, women taking OC are exposed daily to a high influx of ethinyl estradiol. The daily peak plasma concentrations of ethinyl estradiol in women taking OCs with 30 µg of ethinyl estradiol range from 125 to 168 pg/mL (Van der Heuvel et al., 2005), corresponding to 459 to 616 pmol/L (Society for Biomedical Diabetes Research, 2010). Since participants in Experiments I and II were taking OC with 30 µg and between 20 and 35 µg of ethinyl estradiol, respectively, their daily peak plasma levels of ethinyl estradiol were likely to be in a similar range as reported by Van der Heuvel et al. (2005) and measured in freely cycling women in the current study (estradiol) during mid-cycle (597.68 pmol/L).
An indirect evidence of higher estrogen levels in OC women comes from studies exploring the effects of estrogen on tasks that are known to show a female “advantage”, such as episodic (Herlitz & Rehnman, 2008) or verbal (Kimura, 1999) memory, or female “disadvantage”, such as spatial skills (Geary & DeSoto, 2001). Rosenberg (2002) showed that women taking OC reached better verbal scores but worse spatial scores compared with freely cycling women. Worse performance on visuospatial task in OC vs. freely cycling women was also reported by Wharton et al. (2008). Mordecai et al. (2008) reported that OC users showed enhanced verbal memory during the active pill phase, while freely cycling women did not show any difference. We have shown clear sex differences using the face task employed here: female adolescents have a stronger FFA response to ambiguous faces than male adolescents (Tahmasebi et al., 2012). Thus, we observe a similar directionality in the FFA response to faces across sex (female > male), cycle (mid-cycle > menstruation) and OC (pill > no pill). Nonetheless, whether estradiol is the common element binding together these three phenomena remains to be tested in future studies.

Interpretation of the observed correlations between (endogenous) estradiol and BOLD in right FFA is challenging. First of all, the fact that these hormone-brain relationships hold only when the estrogen levels are very low (menstruation) suggests a fast saturation of the hormonal effects. Second, the opposite direction of this relationship in the two groups might reflect either the different state (“plasticity” – see below) of
the system in the long-term users of OC and/or the reciprocal relationship between endogenous and synthetic hormones in OC women. The latter could be related, for example, to the variation in the rate of EE metabolism: slow metabolizers of EE may still have relatively high levels of EE – and therefore low levels of (endogenous) E – in their system during menstruation and, as such, the observed inverse relationship between E and BOLD may, in fact, reflect positive relationship between EE (not measured) and BOLD.

While the voxelwise results of Experiment II did not replicate findings from Experiment I, results of the ROI analysis of experiment II showed an enhanced BOLD response in FFA in OC compared with freely cycling adolescent girls, thus replicating results obtained in Experiment I in a sample of adolescent girls. Note that we designed Experiment II as a replication of the FFA effects observed in Experiment I; voxelwise analysis was added only for completeness of the reporting. The effect of pill on FFA BOLD response was in the medium range for both samples, but still slightly higher in the adults compared with adolescents. The fact that the group differences in the FFA response to faces are smaller in the adolescent sample, as compared with the young women, is consistent with the overall shorter duration of the OC use in the adolescent sample. Smaller effect size in the sample of adolescents might be also related to the fact that the adolescent girls were not tested during a particular phase of their cycle, which could have added noise to the pill effect. As shown in Figure 3B, both right and left FFA showed the same direction for the effect of pill (pill>freely)
on BOLD response and a 3-way ANOVA examining the effects of pill, condition, and laterality on the FFA BOLD response showed an effect of pill but no effect of laterality or any laterality-related interaction.

Results from Experiment III showed that women taking OC did not differ from freely cycling women in their pattern of exploratory eye-movements while viewing the same videoclips of faces employed in Experiment I. Although Dalton et al. (2005) showed that persons with autism who made fewer fixations on the eyes of a displayed face had a lower BOLD response in FFA than those who made more fixations on the eyes, and Morris et al. (2007) manipulated scanpaths within healthy individuals and found that “atypical” scanpaths of faces were associated with lower BOLD response in FFA, both authors agree that under free-viewing condition healthy participants did not show any correlation between scanpath and FFA response. If not the pattern of eye movements, what else might underlie the observed group differences in the FFA response?

It is possible that women taking OC pay closer attention to the cues carried by the face when processing, for example, the biologically significant regions of the face, such as the person’s eyes and their direction (gaze). It is known, for example, that attention to visual cues increases activity in extrastriate visual cortex and anterior temporal region (Lane et al. 1999). Kastner et al. (1999) demonstrated that directing attention to a particular location, and expecting the occurrence of visual stimuli at that location, increases BOLD response of human
visual cortex even in the absence of visual stimulation. Palermo & Rhodes (2007) supported these results and showed that the neural responses in face-selective cortex are larger for attended compared with ignored faces. Petrovic et al. (2008) showed that during evaluation of conditioned faces oxytocin modulated BOLD response in the fusiform gyrus and amygdala. Given the modulatory role of estrogens on oxytocin (McCarthy, 1995; Stock et al., 1994; Silber et al., 1987), future research might consider the possible effect of oxytocin on attention and the possibility that estrogen effects on brain response to faces might be mediated by oxytocin.

We do not know whether the effect of OC on brain response to faces has any behavioral consequences. It is possible that women taking OC might demonstrate a better detection and/or recognition of faces in tasks where sex differences between males and females have been described (McBain et al., 2009, Hall & Matsumoto, 2004, Hampson et al., 2006, Kirouac, & Dore, 1985, Rahman et al., 2004; Montagne et al., 2005). Since these studies report small to medium effect size for differences between males and females, it is very likely that the effects of OC would be only small and a larger sample size would be necessary to detect them.

While replicating the effect of pill on BOLD response in FFA in two independent samples (Experiment I and II) is strength of this study, using a third sample for collecting purely behavioral data is a limitation. Conducting a multimodal study that would record scanpaths during the
fMRI task and had a bigger sample size would be ideal. Nonetheless, we used the same recruitment criteria (women, 18-29 years old, of white Caucasian background) and the same stimuli (Grosbras & Paus, 2006) in Experiment I and III.

Use of OCs exposes women to exogenous estrogen and progesterone, suppresses the release of FSH and LH and lowers levels of endogenous estrogens and progesterones. Use of OCs also lowers levels of testosterone (Graham et al., 2007; Hietala et al., 2007). In the current study, both the pill vs. no pill and the mid-cycle vs. menstruation contrasts showed a higher BOLD response in the right FFA, suggesting a similarity in the modulation of the brain response to faces in this region between the two hormonal states. But the exact mechanisms underlying such a similarity are unknown and may include, for example, OC-related variations in other hormones (e.g. low levels of testosterone) or long-term effects of OC at the level of the brain (see below).

Future studies may explore, for example, the effect of progestin-only pills on brain response to faces; this would allow us to ascertain whether the observed effects are related to the progestin part of the combined oral contraceptives used by women included in the present study or whether they might be related to the stimulating effects of estradiol. It would be also helpful to measure levels of androgens. But the exact mechanisms underlying effects of sex hormones are best addressed in experimental models. In this context, it is of interest to
note the work of Follesa et al. (2001) who showed that long-term exposure to OC decreases levels of progesterone and its metabolite allopregnanolone in the rat brain, and in turn, increases expression of GABAa subunits in the cerebral cortex. Similarly, Smith (1994) reviewed several mechanisms by which estradiol might amplify neuronal excitability, including those involving excitatory (e.g., synthesis, degradation and release of glutamate) and inhibitory (reduction of GABA) neurotransmission. It is unclear, however, how such effects combine over time and whether the net outcome of the long-term use of OC is an increase or decrease in cortical excitability. The positive relationship between the duration of OC use and the FFA response to faces observed in our study suggests that the net effect of OC might be that of a higher excitability; this hypothesis can be explored, for example, in studies of cortical excitability with paired-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation (Wassermann et al., 2008).

5.6 CONCLUSION

This study examined the effects of female sex hormones on BOLD response to faces. Women taking oral contraception (vs. freely cycling women) and women during mid-cycle (vs. menstruation), were found to have a stronger BOLD response in the right fusiform face area (and several other cortical regions). Stronger BOLD response to faces in the fusiform face area was also found when comparing OC and freely cycling adolescent girls. The behavioral study suggests that these group differences are not related to the pattern of exploratory eye
movements while viewing faces. The mean BOLD response in FFA also increased as a function of OC use duration, supporting the possibility of a long-term plasticity-like adaptation related to the use of OC.

Next chapter will summarize main findings of this thesis and discuss them in the context of organizational and activational hypothesis, other domains of cognition, and evolutionary perspectives.
**CHAPTER 6**

**Discussion**

This thesis studied the role of sex hormones as a potential mechanism that contributes to the development of sex differences in craniofacial features and face processing. Craniofacial features were quantified using MR images of the head and the relationships between craniofacial features and exposure to prenatal and pubertal androgens were studied using discordant-sex twin design and levels of bioavailable testosterone from serum, respectively. We showed that development of craniofacial features was associated with exposure to androgens during both pre-natal and post-natal period. Craniofacial features characteristic for exposure to prenatal androgens were measured also in an independent dataset of adolescent females and relationship between the index of prenatal androgens in the face and brain size was explored.

Face processing was studied using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and tracking of eye movements. We focused on the role of postnatal sex hormones and used phase of menstrual cycle and use of oral contraception to predict brain response to faces and eye-movements scanning the face. We will now review the main
findings of each chapter and highlight the main contributions of the thesis to the current literature.

6.1 MAIN FINDINGS

In Chapter 2, we used faces reconstructed from MR images to describe sex differences in face shape during adolescence. We showed that males had wider face, shorter nose, bigger jaw, and narrower eyes than females. These typically male facial features emerged as a function of age-adjusted bioavailable testosterone in both males and females. We presented these MRI-reconstructed faces to (adult) raters and asked them to provide their impression about the sex of the face. Raters correctly classified faces of older male adolescents but performed at chance when classifying the sex of 12-year old male faces and the faces of all female adolescents (irrespective of their age). Still, there were some female faces that were consistently classified correctly, and those that were consistently classified incorrectly (as belonging to males) by most raters. These correctly and incorrectly classified female faces did not differ in age but did differ in the presence of testosterone-related facial features typical for males; that is female faces mis-classified as males had higher levels of these male-type facial features. Females incorrectly classified as males had also more body fat than the correctly classified females. We investigated to what extent it is the fat and to what extent it is the actual skull shape that contributes to the development of sex differences in the face. We tried to answer this question initially by adjusting facial features for total body
fat and re-running our analyses. An exact answer for this question, however, was not possible when using the MRI-reconstructed faces (based on facial tissue), and thus we decided to study features of the skull, as a relatively ‘fat-free’ metric.

We placed skull landmarks on head MR images and explored the relationships between skull shape, face shape, and sex judgments about the face (Chapter 3). Skull shape mediated the relationship between face shape and sex judgments about male but not female faces. While body fat had a slight positive effect on correct sex recognition of male faces, it had a negative effect on correct sex recognition of female faces. The mediation of the relationship between face shape and correct sex recognition by skull was seen in females only after adjusting the female face shape for body fat.

In Chapter 4 (Study 1), we explored whether prenatal androgens might influence the development of facial features. We used a discordant-sex twin design to evaluate the effect of co-twin’s sex on face shape. Since the intra-uterine presence of a co-twin brother (vs. co-twin sister) increases exposure to prenatal androgens in the other twin, we hypothesised that faces of individuals with a co-twin brother will differ from faces of individuals with a co-twin sister. In order to avoid the potential effect of fat on face shape, we placed skull landmarks on the head MR images of the twins and studied the relationship between twin group and shape of the skull. Females with a co-twin sister differed from all the other twin groups that were exposed to prenatal androgens.
(females with co-twin brother, males with co-twin sister, males with co-twin brother): they had shorter distance between the inside corners of the eye sockets, larger distance between left and right third molars of the lower jaw, and larger distance between the left third molar and lower front-teeth, right third molar and lower front-teeth, left third molar and tip of the chin, and right third molar and tip of the chin. These features were captured by a third principal component (PC3). The size of this effect was large. We did not find any difference in skull shape of males with a female (vs. male) co-twin. We concluded that prenatal androgens did leave their signature in the face and that this effect appears at a certain level of prenatal androgens but does not follow a simple (linear) dose response.

Since direct measures of prenatal androgens are often not available and access to data from individuals exposed to higher vs. lower levels of prenatal androgens (e.g. twin studies or individuals with complete androgen insensitivity syndrome or congenital adrenal hyperplasia) is sparse, we aimed to test whether the signature of prenatal androgens in the face, identified in the twin study, might be used as a proxy of exposure to prenatal androgens – similarly to digit ratio. Having such an indirect measure of prenatal androgens would enable us to estimate the exposure to prenatal androgens in all individuals for whom we collected head MRI data (n=2,000 in Imagen, n=1,024 in SYS) and possibly study the interaction between prenatal (facial signature) and postnatal sex hormones (serum testosterone, oral contraception use) and their possible effect on cognition or disease risk.
We aimed, accordingly, to find the signature of prenatal androgens in the face in an independent dataset and then tested its relationship with a variable that is known to be modified by levels of prenatal androgens (Chapter 4, Study 2). We placed the 19 skull landmarks, used in the twin study (Chapter 4, Study 1), on MRIs of SYS participants and calculated similarity between craniofacial features of each SYS participant and the PC3 model describing signature of prenatal androgens in the face. Since brain size is associated with exposure to prenatal androgens (e.g. Pepper et al., 2009), we tested the relationship between facial signature and brain size in adolescent females from SYS. Our results supported the existence of signature of prenatal androgens in the face because we showed that females with more (vs. less) prenatal androgens-related craniofacial features had also slightly larger brain size. The facial signature could explain up to 8% of variance in brain size of females from SYS.

The fifth chapter studied effects of sex hormones on face processing. Literature showed that females performed better in detection of faces (McBain et al., 2009), recognition of sex of the face (Chapter 2), and recognition of emotion displayed by the face (e.g. Hampson et al., 2006). Females had also higher brain response to faces than males (Tahmasebi et al., 2012). Further research showed that ovarian sex hormones did influence performance on emotion recognition tasks (Derntl et al, 2008; Pearson, & Lewis, 2005). We tested whether the ovarian sex hormones might also modulate brain response to faces (Chapter 5, Experiment I). Phase of menstrual cycle
and use of oral contraception served as predictors of BOLD response in adult female participants observing angry and ambiguous face videoclips. We showed that females in mid-cycle (vs. menstruation) and females taking oral contraception (vs. freely cycling) showed higher BOLD response in fusiform face area. We also showed that the BOLD response in FFA varied as a function of duration of oral contraception use but these results should be interpreted with caution due to small sample size. The main effect of oral contraception on FFA brain response was replicated in an independent sample of adolescent females (Chapter 5, Experiment II).

An eye-tracking experiment was designed to follow these effects of oral contraception use on brain response to faces (Chapter 5, Experiment III). Participants were presented with the same face videoclips as used in Chapter 5, Experiment I and II and the dwell time and number of fixations in regions of the face (eyes, nose, mouth, rest of the face) were calculated. No differences between females taking oral contraception and freely cycling females were found which suggested that the relationship between ovarian sex hormones and brain response to faces could be related to covert attention.

Overall we conclude that sex hormones do, indeed, influence both the development of face shape and the way in which faces are processed. The findings here suggest that the effects of these hormones appear to contribute to the development of sex differences in face development and face processing. The thesis has also
demonstrated, and replicated, the effect of oral contraception on brain response to faces. Considering the wide use of oral contraception worldwide (Mosher et al., 2004), further research about the effects of oral contraception use on brain and behavior are imperative.

Methodologically, a strength of the thesis is the novel use of head MR images and MRI-face reconstruction to study craniofacial features. This method resulted in the identification of a signature of prenatal androgens in the face that can be used as an indirect index of exposure to prenatal androgens in future studies, as an additional or alternative to digit ratio.

Chapters 2-5 discussed the main findings in the context of current literature. In the current chapter, these findings will be discussed in the context of (1) organizational and activational hypothesis/ the alternative extended critical window hypothesis, (2) other domains of cognition, (3) evolutionary perspectives. The limitations of the research presented in the thesis will be discussed and possible topics and questions for future research will be explored.

6.2 ORGANIZATIONAL AND ACTIVATIONAL EFFECTS OF SEX HORMONES ON FACE AND THE BRAIN

According to the organizational and activational hypothesis (Phoenix et al., 1959), the effects of prenatal sex hormones are organizational and permanent while the effects of postnatal sex hormones are activational, acute and reversible. While true
experimental testing of the organizational and activational hypothesis is possible only in experimental animals, and studying its mechanisms in humans is limited by the lack of access to prenatal androgens, the principles of organizational and activational hypothesis are an important basis of research questions about the role of sex hormones in face development and face processing. Moreover, in this thesis, the lack of available prenatal androgen data inspired the development of a facial signature that could be used as an indicator of prenatal androgens.

Currently, digit ratio is the only readily available - albeit indirect - index of prenatal androgens. Numerous studies, however, questioned its reliability (e.g. Buck et al., 2003; Berenbaum et al., 2009; Medland et al., 2010; Lilley et al., 2010). Many authors were able to show an association with digit ratio only when using right but not left hand (or vice versa; reviewed in McIntyre, 2006). Having another readily available and, possibly, more reliable index of prenatal androgens would thus be useful.

We used a discordant-sex twin design and MR images of the head to identify a signature of prenatal androgens in the face (Chapter 4, Study 1). Since the effect of co-twin’s sex on face shape was large (Cohen’s $d = 0.76$), we assessed this facial signature in an independent dataset, showed its relationship with brain size, a known correlate of prenatal androgens (Peper et al., 2009), and suggested that this facial signature might be used as an indirect index of prenatal androgens (Chapter 4, Study 2). Facial signature was able to predict similar portion
of variance in brain size (cca 2%) as discordant-sex twin design used in Peper et al (2009). Future research is necessary to further verify the relationship between facial signature and levels of prenatal androgens measured directly from amniotic fluid and test reliability of the facial signature as an estimate prenatal androgens in other studies.

It is possible that we might fine-tune the facial signature by focusing on the chin and jaw only (since these reflect most of the PC3-related features) and thus reducing possible noise that might be coming from the rest of the face. Alternatively, it is possible that the effects of prenatal androgens on face shape might be more pronounced in individuals with a particular gene variant, as suggested, for example, for gene SMOC 1 in the context of prenatal androgens and digit ratio (Lawrence-Owen et al., 2012). We speculate, that individuals with particular gene variant might show a stronger relationship between prenatal androgens and the face shape and thus allow better prediction of prenatal androgens-related effects (as indexed by the facial signature) on cognition or disease risk.

Further research is necessary to explore the organizational and activational role of sex hormones on brain function. So far, we have demonstrated the effects of menstrual cycle and oral contraception use on face processing and it seems that the effects of menstrual cycle support the Phoenix et al. (1959) finding about the acute and reversible activational effects of postnatal sex hormones. It is not clear, however, whether the effect of duration of oral contraception use on brain
response to faces in adult women is also reversible. A longitudinal research would need to clarify whether the plasticity-like effects of OC duration disappear after discontinuation of OC or whether they might leave any permanent (organizational) effects.

Future research might also benefit from the exploration of possible interactions between prenatal and postnatal sex hormones on brain response to faces. For example, would females with lower (vs. higher) exposure to prenatal androgens in utero have larger brain response to faces and/or better emotion recognition skills? Also, would females with higher (vs. lower) levels of androgens in utero show different effects of menstrual cycle and oral contraception use on brain response to faces?

We predict that females who take oral contraception (vs. freely cycling) and were exposed to lower (vs. higher) levels of androgens in utero would have the largest brain response to faces and were most accurate in emotion recognition. A dataset including (i) measures of prenatal androgens from amniotic fluid data from dizygotic twins and (ii) information about postnatal sex hormones, and (iii) fMRI and behavioral data about face perception would be ideal to answer these questions.

6.3 SEX HORMONES AS THE UNDERLYING MECHANISM OF SEX DIFFERENCES IN FACE PROCESSING AS WELL AS OTHER DOMAINS OF COGNITION

Our findings on the female (vs. male) advantage in correct sex recognition (Chapter 2) are consistent with the literature on sex differences in face detection: females are more accurate than males in
(i) the detection of upright faces, but not trees (McBain et al., 2009); and
(ii) in recognition of emotions in the face (Hampson et al., 2006; Hall & Matsumoto, 2004).

Our findings on the effects of menstrual cycle and oral contraception on brain response to faces (Chapter 5) suggest that ovarian hormones might contribute to the fine-tuned ability of face perception in females *. These findings are consistent with (i) the simple sex difference in brain response to faces, where females (vs. males) had stronger BOLD response to faces in almost all regions of the face processing network except for amygdala and rhinal sulcus (Tahmasebi et al., 2012), and (ii) the effect of menstrual cycle on facial emotion recognition, where better fear recognition skills were observed during pre-ovulatory compared with menstruation phase (Pearson & Lewis, 2005).

While literature suggests that FFA responds not only to faces but reflects expertise in any type of objects in general – e.g. cars or birds (e.g. McGugin et al., 2012; Gauthier et al., 2000), we chose to study brain response to faces in particular because that was an area where consistent sex differences in behavior have been described in the past (e.g. Hoffmann et al., 2010) and where we would expect to find, based on the evolutionary hypotheses (e.g. Hampson et al., 2006; Penton-Voak, & Perrett (2000), the female advantage and potential role of sex hormones.
* Please note that the purpose of our research was to study the effects of sex hormones on face perception. We did not mean to parse out the face effects from the emotion. We do not consider our ambiguous face condition as an appropriate control for the angry condition for two reasons: First, Tahmasebi et al. (2012) observed more BOLD response during the ambiguous condition than the angry condition. Second, also shown in Tahmasebi et al. (2012), and more relevant to the present paper, the sex differences in many brain regions (including the FFA) were more pronounced during the ambiguous condition than the angry condition. This may be due to a few factors present in the ambiguous condition, including but not limited to: the lack of repetition in the facial movements, increased difficulty in interpreting the valence of the face, etc. Notably, we consider the comparison of our dynamic social videos with videos of non-social stimuli biologically appropriate, and consistent with past research. The contrast of faces vs. moving circles is similar to the contrasts employed in Hariri’s well accepted Face task design (Hariri et al., 2002), which contrasts responses during perceptual matching of angry and fearful faces versus perceptual matching of shapes. Investigation of the two face conditions might be rather thought of as a within study replication of the sex hormones effects. Future research might want to study the effects of sex hormones on emotion.

It may be that face perception is a further example of consistent sex differences in cognitions that can, in part, be explained by sex hormones. Sex differences have been described in spatial and verbal skills: males outperformed females in spatial abilities across all ages (Voyer et al., 1995). Males also demonstrated better performance on episodic memory task involving spatial processing (Lewin et al., 2001). In contrast, females outperformed males in verbal skills, particularly in speech production (Hyde & Linn, 1988), verbal association (Hines, 1990), and verbal episodic memory (Herlitz et al., 1997). The role of ovarian sex hormones as the underlying mechanism of these sex differences has been suggested in both spatial (e.g. Rosenerg & Park, 2002) and verbal skills (e.g. Maki et al., 2002). Fluctuations of sex hormones due to menstrual cycle were associated with performance in verbal and spatial tasks (Halpern, & Tan, 2001) and altered sex
hormone levels due to oral contraception improved verbal memory (Mordecai et al., 2008).

6.4 EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVES ON SEX DIFFERENCES IN FACE PROCESSING

It is possible that some of these sex differences in cognition might have developed evolutionarily. Hampson et al. (2006) suggested that female advantage in recognition of emotions in the face might be influenced by evolution and related to women’s responsibility for child-rearing. They tested two variants of the child-rearing hypothesis: (1) attachment promotion hypothesis, which says that infants whose mothers were responsive to their nonverbal signals (e.g. cry, smile) have more secure attachment (Ainsworth, 1979; Hall et al., 1986), optimal long-term health, immune function, and social outcomes (Goldberg, 2000) than infants whose mothers were not as responsive; and (2) fitness-threat hypothesis, which says that infants were more likely to survive if their mothers were responsive to their negative emotions, signals of pain and potential threat. While attachment promotion hypothesis suggests that females would have advantage in recognition of any type of emotional expression, fitness-threat hypothesis suggests that females would have an advantage in recognition of negative emotions (Hampson et al., 2006).

Hampson et al. (2006) showed that females outperformed males in recognition of both positive and negative emotions, but the effect size of the sex differences was larger in the negative compared with positive
emotion recognition. Both the attachment promotion hypothesis as well as the fitness-threat hypothesis were thus supported, showing that social information processing is more fine tuned in females. Their study also pointed out that the female advantage in recognition of emotions in the face was not related to previous childcare experience or a generally higher perceptual speed (Hampson et al., 2006).

It is possible that oxytocin, a neuropeptide involved in social behavior (Ellenbogen et al., 2012; Groppe et al., 2013), might provide a biological explanation of the child-rearing hypothesis. Domes et al (2012) showed that intranasal oxytocin increased covert attention to happy faces, suggesting that oxytocin modulates early attentional processes and promotes prosocial behavior. Lischke et al. (2012) reported a relationship between levels of oxytocin and performance on emotion recognition task involving dynamic face stimuli and showed that it was independent of overt visual attention measured by eye-tracking. Since females tend to have higher levels of oxytocin than males (Kramer et al., 2004; Zingg, 2002), they might pay more attention to faces and thus be able to recognize correctly even slight changes in facial expression (Hoffmann et al., 2010). Levels of oxytocin were found to be higher also in women taking oral contraception compared with freely cycling women (Stock et al., 1994; Silber et al., 1987). Future research should clarify whether oxytocin might potentially mediate the relationship between ovarian sex hormones and performance on emotion recognition task reported in e.g. Derntl et al (2008) or Pearson, & Lewis (2005).
Penton-Voak and Perrett (2000) suggested that sexual selection might be another evolutionary mechanism that might help to explain the female advantage in face perception. They reported that women during folicular vs. luteal or menstrual phase of menstrual cycle showed enhanced sensitivity to reproductively relevant stimuli and preferred more masculinised faces. Since follicular phase of menstrual cycle precedes ovulation, higher sensitivity to facial cues during this period might be important for mating. Our findings of higher brain response to faces during mid-cycle vs. menstruation (Chapter 5) are consistent with this hypothesis.

6.5 PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESULTS

Our findings may have practical significance in three main areas: (1) research that recruits women taking OC, (2) research that would like to develop an easily accessible indicator of hyperandrogenism in women, (3) research that is interested in the effects of prenatal androgens but did not assess levels of prenatal androgens directly.

First, considering the number of women using oral contraception worldwide (100 million women according to Mosher et al., 2004) and the effects of OC duration on brain response to faces (Mareckova et al., 2012), more research about the effects of OC on the brain is imperative. Most studies of the effects of sex hormones still exclude women using OC. Studies that try to study effects of OC often have insufficient power to consider (1) the different composition of OCs available on market as well as (2) the fact that women often discontinue OC use during certain
periods of life or decide to change their OC brand. More research with adequate sample size to consider these conditions is needed. The current state of research indicates that OC use and its duration should be considered as a covariate in other studies that do not focus on the effects of OC in particular.

Second, considering that faces of adolescent females with high levels of bioavailable testosterone were often misclassified as those of males, and their faces included many male-like features (e.g. wider face, shorter nose, bigger jaw, and narrow eyes), the presence of these features in the female face might be used as an easily accessible index of hyperandrogenism and related health issues which might not be otherwise noticed. Having such an easily accessible index would likely trigger early diagnosis and prevention of potential health issues (e.g. polycystic ovary syndrome) that might appear later in life. In addition, the current research on sex-specific face and skull features provides biomarkers that might be used in facial reconstruction after injury or gender reassignments.

Third, since face shape differs between females with same-sex vs. opposite-sex twins, it is likely that prenatal androgens might have left a signature in the face. Such a signature might be used as an alternative to digit ratio, the widely used but often criticised index of prenatal exposure to androgens, in studies that are interested in the effects of prenatal androgens, collected MR images, but did not measure prenatal androgens directly.
6.6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

There are four main issues that limit our conclusions and should be resolved in future research (see below). In addition, we realize that most of our studies were focused on females and that it might be interesting, for example, to explore the potential role of bioavailable testosterone on brain response to faces in males. We also realize that the online survey used for the sex judgments task (described in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3) did not allow verification of participants' identity and controlled environment and that a laboratory setting would be more appropriate for this task. The lack of longitudinal data that would allow us to clarify the reversibility/permanence of the effects of sex hormones during adolescence.

It is difficult to determine which of our findings are only acute and reversible and which are permanent. Longitudinal research would be necessary in order to decide whether sex hormones might have organizational effects even during adolescence, as suggested by Sisk & Zehr (2005). Future research might, for example, determine whether the effects of oral contraception on face perception are only acute and reversible, or whether they might be permanent.

6.6.1 The lack of measures of prenatal androgens that would enable further verification of the facial signature

We did not have any direct (prenatal androgens from amniotic fluid) measures of prenatal androgens available in the twin dataset that
would enable us to verify the relationship between prenatal androgens and the facial signature (PC3) there. Future research should consider collaboration with researchers who might have access to measures of prenatal androgens from amniotic fluid as well as MRI data (e.g. Lombardo et al., 2012b) and verify the existence of facial signature.

Subsequently, it is possible that the prediction of relevant disease may be examined in relation to the MRI-derived facial signature of prenatal androgens. Prenatal androgens have been linked with many mental health problems such as autism (Ho et al., 2005), aggression (Cohen-Bendahan et al., 2005), or disordered eating (Culbert et al., 2008). If disease onset could be predicted by both the prenatal androgens (measured from amniotic fluid) and facial signature (skull features of PC3 and related distances) data, the facial signature could be used as an easily accessible indirect index of prenatal androgens and hence the vulnerability to the risk of disease. This could trigger further investigation in this field and potentially lead to earlier diagnosis and disease prevention.

6.6.2 Lack of information that would allow us to predict levels of neurosteroids from serum hormone levels.

Another limitation of our research is the fact that we were studying effects of serum hormone levels on the brain, whereas brain produces its own steroids (neurosteroids) whose levels may be unrelated to hormone levels measured from serum (McCarthy & Konkle, 2005).
Circulating steroid hormones, synthesized in the gonads, adrenal gland, and feto-placental unit, cross the blood-brain barrier and can serve as precursors for further synthesis of neurosteroids (Reddy, 2010) that takes place in the hippocampus as well as other brain structures (Baulieu, & Robel, 1990). But astrocytes and neurons are also able to express CYP450scc, which converts cholesterol to pregnenolone and thus initiates the steroid synthesis (Patte-Mensah et al., 2003). Other steroidogenic enzymes in the human brain then might be able to convert pregnenolone to other sex hormones (reviewed in Stoffel-Wanger, 2001). Activity of 5alpha-reductase, which converts testosterone to dihydrotestosterone, was reported as one of the essential rate-limiting steps in synthesis of neurosteroids (Reddy, 2010). Still, the current state of research on human neurosteroids concludes that regulatory mechanisms of neurosteroid synthesis remain unclear (Reddy, 2010).

6.6.3 Sex hormone effects are moderated by genetic factors

Sex differences are determined by the interplay of genes and environment. It is possible that the long-lasting "organizational" effects of sex steroids might be a result of hormone-induced epigenetic changes in the genome (McCarthy et al., 2009). Studying the epigenetic effects of sex hormones on DNA methylation and histone modification would be an exciting area for future research. This is discussed in more detail below.
As explained in McCarthy et al (2009), epigenetics refers to changes in DNA (DNA methylation) or chromatin (histone modification) that influence gene expression. DNA methylation at gene promoter typically represses gene expression. Histones can either relax or tighten the chromatin surrounding a particular gene and thus modify access to the transcription complex. For example, while estrogen receptor (ER) alpha is highly expressed in the neonatal cortex, this is not the case in the adult neocortex (Previtt, & Wilson, 2007). Westberry et al. (2010) explained that this lack of ER alpha expression in the adult brain is related to DNA methylation. After the neonatal sensitive period, when estradiol could act upon the ER alpha receptor, gene expression of the ER alpha receptor is epigenetically modulated and certain organizational effects on the brain are no longer possible. The fetal programming mechanisms and lasting effects of estradiol on early brain development can thus be explained by epigenetics (McCarthy et al., 2009).

Further research showed that levels of the catalyzers of DNA methylation (DNA cytosine-5-methyltransferases, DNMTs) are sexually dimorphic and responsive to changes in sex hormones (Jessen et al., 2011). This suggests that DNA methylation itself is sexually dimorphic. For example, preoptic area, the brain region important for male sex behavior, has an increased methylation of the ER alpha promoter in adult females, which explains silenced estradiol-responsive sites relevant for male sex behavior (Don Carolos, & Handa, 1994). Kolodkin & Auger (2011) reported that during the first three weeks of life,
amygdala of female rats contains more DNMT3a than male amygdala, which might result in different methylation patterns and program the sex differences in amygdala function and vulnerability to neurodevelopmental disorder such as aggression or anxiety.

According to Lombardo et al. (2012a), individual differences in brain and behavior might be created by epigenetic influences of sex hormones on early brain development (“organizational effects”) that set up the foundation for later interactions of sex hormones with the genome and environment (“activational effects”). Future research on sex differences that aims to apply the mechanisms of the organizational and activational hypothesis should thus consider not only the role of sex hormones but also their interactions with genes and environment.

6.7 CONCLUSIONS

This thesis explored the role of sex hormones as a potential mechanism contributing to sex differences in face development and face processing. Magnetic resonanc images of the head and subsequent MRI-face reconstruction were used to identify craniofacial features that signal one’s sex, age, and exposure to prenatal and postnatal androgens. It was suggested that signature of prenatal androgens in the face might be used, similarly to digit ratio, as an indirect index of prenatal androgens.
The role of sex hormones in face processing was studied with functional MRI and eye-tracking. We demonstrated that use of oral contraception modulates brain response to faces and that duration of oral contraception use predicts plasticity-like changes in the brain. Considering the wide use of oral contraception worldwide, further research about the effects of oral contraception on brain and behavior is imperative.

Overall, we conclude that sex differences in face development and face processing can be, in part, explained by sex hormones. We hope that the further verification of the new indirect index of prenatal androgens will be successful and that facial signature will facilitate more research into the effects of sex hormones and disease risk. Future research should also focus on the interactions between sex hormones, and genes, which will hopefully enable us to explain the presence and implications of sex differences.
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Effect of rater’s sex on accuracy of face sex recognition

To assess raters’ accuracy in identifying the sex of face stimuli, we used d’ (‘d-prime’), a robust measure widely used in signal-detection literature to determine the sensitivity by which raters make decisions about stimuli. This is considered to be a pure measure of raters’ ability to distinguish between signal (in this case, the actual sex of the face presented in a given trial) and noise (the alternative possible sex of a given presented face). D-prime is calculated as the difference between the z-score of the hit rate and the z-score of the false-alarm rate. Scores of d’ range from 0 to 1, where d’ of 0 indicates the poorest ability to distinguish between signal and noise, and 1 indicates the strongest ability to distinguish between signal and noise.

The d’ scores of female raters \( (M = 0.59, \ SD = 0.18) \) were significantly higher than those of male raters \( (M = 0.41, \ SD = 0.21; \ t (35) = 2.95, \ p = 0.005) \). The effect size \( (d) \) of this sex difference was 0.95, and is considered large by Cohen (Cohen, 1988). There was no significant interaction between the sex of the rater and the objective sex of the face \( (p = 0.74) \) and thus the possibility that responses from male and female raters would show an opposite direction is ruled out. Better female performance in identifying sex of faces is consistent with previous reports (e.g., Rehnman & Herlitz, 2006). Given the superiority of the female raters and our interest in the most accurate judgments, we carried out all subsequent analyses using ratings made only by females. Thus, the group of
raters we will refer to from now on were 60 White Caucasian females whose mean age was 18.7 years, SD = 1.21.

**Sex rating of the average face**

The average face was created using an approximately equal proportion of male and female faces of equal age distributions.

Each presentation of the model face was considered as an independent event. This allowed us to evaluate this average face image as if it were a test image. Overall, the average model face was rated 'male' 83% of the time, and 'female' only 17% of the time, indicating a strong tendency of raters to rate the average face as 'male', $\chi^2 (1) = 249.93, p < 0.0001$. 
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Distances between face landmarks: A total of 14 distances based on 56 face landmarks previously described in Chakravarty et al. (2011).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Landmark distances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15-16</td>
<td>Left eye length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-10</td>
<td>Right eye length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-18</td>
<td>Left eye height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-13</td>
<td>Right eye height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-9</td>
<td>Forehead height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22-2</td>
<td>Face width at eyebrows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42-43</td>
<td>Face width ear to ear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54-56</td>
<td>Face width cheekbone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-26</td>
<td>Nose width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29-35</td>
<td>Mouth width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22-21</td>
<td>Nose length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-32</td>
<td>Nose to upper lip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-44</td>
<td>Nose to tip of chin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37-44</td>
<td>Bottom lip to tip of chin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Distances between skull landmarks (15)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Landmark distances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>Distance between the inner corners of the eye sockets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>Length of the left eye socket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>Length of the right eye socket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-7</td>
<td>Distance between mandibular sinuses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-9</td>
<td>Size of the left mandibular sinus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-8</td>
<td>Size of the right mandibular sinus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-13</td>
<td>Right-third-molar to left-third-molar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-12</td>
<td>Tip of chin to left-third-molar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-13</td>
<td>Tip of chin to right-third-molar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-11</td>
<td>Spine to lower front-teeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-19</td>
<td>Spine to tip of chin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-11</td>
<td>Tip of chin to lower front-teeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-19</td>
<td>Nose bridge to tip of chin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-11</td>
<td>Nose bridge to lower front-teeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-14</td>
<td>Nose bridge to upper front-teeth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Relationship between the face PCs described in Chapter 3 (current) and face PCs described in Chapter 2 (Mareckova et al., 2011). Significant correlations greater than 0.4 are listed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Face PC (current)</th>
<th>Face PC (Mareckova et al., 2011)</th>
<th>Pearson’s r</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.86</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.82</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Effect of menstrual cycle and oral contraception use on amygdala BOLD response to faces

Adult women from Experiment I

Similar to Tahmasebi et al. (2012), masks for right and left amygdala were created separately for ambiguous and angry condition in the following way: First, we created thresholded images of $z$-statistics ($z > 2.3$) for the following four groups: (1) OC during menstruation; (2) OC during mid-cycle; (3) freely cycling during menstruation; and (4) freely cycling during mid-cycle. Second, an intersection with Tahmasebi et al.'s (2012) amygdala mask was created for each of these four images. Third, a union of these four intersections was created. This was repeated separately for the ambiguous and angry contrasts, respectively. Unionized masks for these two conditions are presented in Figure 1A. Mean BOLD response in these unionized masks was calculated by Featquery (FSL 4.1.1) and its relationship with pill status and cycle phase was assessed.

Table 4A shows amygdala BOLD response (means, SDs) for each of the four groups: freely cycling menstruation, freely cycling mid-cycle, pill menstruation, pill mid-cycle. A two-way repeated measures ANOVA showed no significant effect of contraceptive Pill, cycle Phase, or their interaction on the mean BOLD response in the amygdala (Table 4B).
**Table 4A**: Amygdala BOLD response during menstruation and mid-cycle of pill and no pill group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mask</th>
<th>Freely cycling, Menstruation</th>
<th>Freely cycling, Mid-cycle</th>
<th>Pill, Menstruation</th>
<th>Pill, Mid-cycle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Right amygdala</td>
<td>M=0.06</td>
<td>M=0.08</td>
<td>M=0.09</td>
<td>M=0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguous condition</td>
<td>SD=0.15</td>
<td>SD=0.13</td>
<td>SD=0.14</td>
<td>SD=0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right amygdala</td>
<td>M=0.08</td>
<td>M=0.11</td>
<td>M=0.05</td>
<td>M=0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry condition</td>
<td>SD=0.1</td>
<td>SD=0.15</td>
<td>SD=0.12</td>
<td>SD=0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left amygdala</td>
<td>M=0.03</td>
<td>M=0.08</td>
<td>M=0.09</td>
<td>M=0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguous condition</td>
<td>SD=0.09</td>
<td>SD=0.13</td>
<td>SD=0.11</td>
<td>SD=0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left amygdala</td>
<td>M=0.06</td>
<td>M=0.13</td>
<td>M=0.1</td>
<td>M=0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry condition</td>
<td>SD=0.1</td>
<td>SD=0.13</td>
<td>SD=0.12</td>
<td>SD=0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4B: Effect of Pill and Phase on amygdala BOLD response as assessed with two-way repeated measures ANOVA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mask</th>
<th>Effect of Pill</th>
<th>Effect of Phase</th>
<th>Pill * Phase interaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Right amygdala, Ambiguous</td>
<td>F=2.73, p=0.11</td>
<td>F=2.26, p=0.14</td>
<td>F=1.16, p=0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right amygdala, Angry</td>
<td>F=0.01, p=0.91</td>
<td>F=1.4, p=0.24</td>
<td>F=0.16, p=0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left amygdala, Ambiguous</td>
<td>F=2.18, p=0.15</td>
<td>F=1.59, p=0.22</td>
<td>F=0.05, p=0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left amygdala, Angry</td>
<td>F=0.00, p=0.99</td>
<td>F=0.55, p=0.46</td>
<td>F=1.35, p=0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adolescent girls from Experiment II

Masks for right and left amygdala were created separately for ambiguous and angry condition in the following way: First, we created thresholded images of z-statistics (z>2.3) for the following two groups: (1) OC and (2) freely cycling girls (n=55 for each group). Second, an intersection with Tahmasebi et al.'s (2012) amygdala mask was created for each of these two images. Third, a union of these two intersections was created. This was repeated separately for the ambiguous and angry contrasts, respectively (Figure 4B). Unionized masks for these two conditions are presented in Figure 1B. Mean BOLD response in these unionized masks was calculated by Featquery (FSL 4.1.1).
Table 4C shows amygdala BOLD response (means, SDs) in the pill and no pill group. Left amygdala showed a trend for a lower mean BOLD response in the pill group (vs. no pill group) during the angry condition ($t_{(109)}=-1.83$, $p=0.069$). Mean BOLD response in the left amygdala during ambiguous condition and right amygdala during both ambiguous and angry condition did not show any significant difference when comparing adolescent girls in the pill vs. no pill group (left FFA ambiguous: $t_{(109)}=-1.25$, $p=0.21$; right FFA ambiguous: $t_{(109)}=-1.46$, $p=0.15$; right FFA angry: $t_{(109)}=-1.48$, $p=0.14$).

**Table 4C:** Amygdala BOLD response in pill and no pill group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mask</th>
<th>Freely cycling</th>
<th>Pill</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Right amygdala,</td>
<td>M=0.19</td>
<td>M=0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguous condition</td>
<td>SD=0.15</td>
<td>SD=0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right amygdala,</td>
<td>M=0.16</td>
<td>M=0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry condition</td>
<td>SD=0.16</td>
<td>SD=0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left amygdala,</td>
<td>M=0.14</td>
<td>M=0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguous condition</td>
<td>SD=0.14</td>
<td>SD=0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left amygdala,</td>
<td>M=0.13</td>
<td>M=0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry condition</td>
<td>SD=0.15</td>
<td>SD=0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4: Unionized amygdala masks created for angry (red) and ambiguous (yellow) condition in Experiment I (Figure 4A) and Experiment II (Figure 4B). Intersection of these masks is displayed in orange.